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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTIONVirginia

cattlemen are currently faclng flnancially difficult times. Profit opportunities in

cattle are infrequent and often small in magnitude when they do occur. A contributing factor

to this difficult situation is that Virginia cattlemen usually have no effective means of 'locking

in" future prices for feeder and stocker cattle during critical decision making periods when

profitable prices are being offered.

An effective method for "locking in" future prices by some producers is to hedge their
' feeder and stocker cattle with the feeder cattle futures contract at the Chicago Mercantile

Exchange (CME). However, using the CME feeder cattle contract to hedge feeder cattle is not

feasible for Virginia cattle producers for several reasons :

1. The feeder cattle contract at the CME requires a penof feeder cattle weighing 44,000

pounds with an average weight per feeder of 650 pounds. This corresponds to 68 head

of feeder cattle. Since many Virginia cattlemen sell only 5 to 20 head of feeders at any

one time, the CME contract is too large to use.
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2. Virginia cattlemen often do not have a good understanding of futures markets and how

to use them effectively. Also, many feeder cattle producers have experienced problems

when contacting or interacting with brokers and in executing their marketing plans.

3. All participants in the futures market are required to post margin money of approximately

5% to 10% of the total value of the futures contract. Virginia feeder cattle producers often
have dlfficulty tinanclng the initial deposit required to open a futures account and

encounter further tinanclng difficulties posting maintenance margin when futures prices

move against them. In theory, flnancing maintenance margin should not be a problem

with bankers since, under a perfect hedge, the producer’s net position after selling cash

feeders and lifting the hedge wlll not have changed from the time the producer initiated

the hedge. However, many bankers lack an adequate understanding of the mechanics

of hedglng and thus refuse to ünance additional margin money subject to margin account

drawdown.

4. The cash · futures price basis may vary too much to allow an effective hedge of a

particular set of feeder cattle. Proüt opportunities are often ellminated because of the

wide variation in the basis from the decision making period to the selling period. Possible

reasons for basis variation include :

• feeder cattle with different weight, frame size, breed, and muscle score than the

feeder cattle futures contract specifications;

• cash markets with different total volume of feeders sold, varying number of feeders

within lots sold, and varying types of feeders within an individual lot; ‘

— • the number and identity of buyers at different markets and behavioral characterlstics

of buyers present;

• variation in the price of corn and other feeds over the duration of the hedge;
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• variation in the interest rate over the duration of the hedge; and

• the changing of futures contracts used in calculating the basis should the feeder

cattle producer decide to alter the length of the feeder holding period and

correspondlng hedge. With a potentlally variable basis at the time the cattle are sold

and the hedge Iifted, the producer who sells only once or twice a year may not get

the price protection desired.

1.1 Problem Statement

There is no effective means of locking in profit opportunities for most Virginia feeder

cattle producers. A potential feasible solution would be the formation of a feeder cattie cash

forward pricing agency. Such an agency would allow producers to lock in feeder cattle profit

opportunities by offering forward cash contracts in feeder cattle similar in method to how

country elevators offer forward cash contracts in grains and oilseeds. Such forward contracts

would allow Virginia feeder cattle producers to lock in future pricing opportunities for small

lots of cattle without interacting with a broker and without posting margin. ln order for such

an agency to operate efficiently and effectively, basis variation must be explained sufficiently

such that the pricing institute can operate without a loss and producers can lock in profit

opportunities during their decision making period. Currently, no available set of basis

information or basis models exist which adequately explain the variation in feeder cattie basis.

Both information on basis behavior and explanatory basis models are needed to facilitate the

formation of an agency which offers forward pricing opportunities to livestock producers.
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1.2 ObjectivesThe

general objective of this research ls to model basis and explain the variation in

basis to facilitate the operation of a feeder cattle forward pricing agency. This objective is

depenclent upon the estimation of explanatory and predictive basis models for Virginia graded

feeder cattle sales according to specific differences in breed, sex, frame size, muscle

thickness, weight of cattle, market location, futures contract month, and time of year.

1.3 Procedure

The basls for Virginia feeder cattle will be calculated using cash price data recorded

from graded feeder calf and yearling sales at markets throughout Virginia and relevant daily

closing futures prices from corresponding feeder cattle futures contracts at the Chicago

Mercantile Exchange. Basis is defined as the cash price minus futures price. Basis will be
3

calculated for a specific set of feeder cattle according to differences in breed, sex, frame size,

muscle score, weight, time of year, futures contract, and market. Data for a speciüc set of

feeder cattle which have a thin volume of sales will not be used in calculating basis. Cash

and futures prices used in calculating basis span the time period from January 1, 1980 through

June 30, 1985 inclusive. Data prior to 1980 are not used for three reasons. First, beginning

in 1980, grading standards in Virginia graded cash feeder cattle and yearling sales were

changed such that no uniform transition from the previous grading system to the present

grading system can effectively be made. Second, feeder cattle were subject to a government

price freeze in 1973-1974 which affected basis levels and variation dlfferently through altering

ordinary supply and demand relationships. And third, trading in feeder cattle futures did not

originate until 1972. Thus basis could not have been calculated before 1972. Realistically,
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basis could not have been calculated or estimated until approximately 1974 - 1975 due to the

thin trading volume in feeder cattle futures which would have prevented effective hedging by

feeder cattle producers.

Explanatory basis models by sex and season for each market are estimated using the

general form:

BASIS = f(welght, expectatlons, frame size, muscle score, futures contract month)

where: weight is a continuous variable retlecting the average weight of feeder cattle sold in

a specific group,

expectatlons ls a continuous variable used to determine feeder cattle producers’ future

· production intentions based upon existing available proüts in the cattle feeder sector;

frame size is a 0,1 dummy variable used to denote basis differences among frame sizes large,

medium, large and medium, medium, small; _

muscle score ls a 0,1 dummy variable used to denote basis differences among muscling

categories 1 and 2;

futures contract month is a 0,1 dummy variable denotlng the futures contract month used to

calculate basis.

Mean basis estimates were determlned using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) ‘

procedure for each market/sex/season combination (16 markets, steers and heifers, spring

and fall) yielding a total of 64 separate models. Parameter estimates from these models will

be used to generate a schedule of basis values for any particular set of feeder cattle hedged

with the forward pricing agency. Since the forward pricing agency will offer forward price and

minimum price contracts to producers for every market/sex/season combination, basis error

risk incurred by the forward pricing agency ls a function of the distribution of basis errors

across all forward price/minimum price contracts written. lf this distribution of basis errors

has a mean equal to zero and is not skewed, positive and negative basis errors will offset
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each other and the net basis error risk ls zero. lf this distribution has a strong central

tendency about the mean, less capital will be required of the forward pricing agency as the

agency operates between periods of successive losing positions and winning positions. The

greatest risk facing a forward pricing agency is default by producers on forward price

contracts where the contract price is less than the price the producer would obtain by

circumventing the contract. This would prove catastrophic to a forward pricing agency as the

agency would be subject to both negative basis risk and negative price level risk without the

benefit of positive basis error to offset losing contract positlons.
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i Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Little literature specifically relating to feeder cattle basis theory exists. Consequently,

literature reviewed for this research includes not only literature specifically pertaining to

feeder cattle basis variation, but also literature conceming variation in non·storable

commodities related to feeder cattle and literature concerning variation in both the cash price

element and futures price element of feeder cattle basis. I

Ivy developed explanatory and predictive models of basis for Oklahoma feeder steers

weighing 600 to 700 pounds. Both the explanatory and predictive models developed by Ivy

used live cattle futures prices, cost per pound of gain, cattle on feed, and a spring/fall intercept

dummy variable to determine feeder steer basis variation. The variables in Ivy’s explanatory

model were not lagged and accounted for 32 percent of the variation in Oklahoma feeder steer

basis. The variables ln Ivy’s predictive model were developed by lagging the variables used

in the explanatory model four months. the predictive model explained 24 percent of the

variance in Oklahoma feeder steer basis.
Schimkat used a predictive model of basis for Florida feeder steers consisting of three

components. The first component was a 4, 16, and 52 week lag of basis. These lagged basis
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values denote the change occurring in basis and were developed to capture seasonal changes

occurring in feeder steer basis. The second component was a 3 and 16 week lag of cash

feeder cattle prices. Schimkat developed these cash price lags to capture structural basis

changes. The third component was factors adjusting basis in response to changes in the
cattle cycle across time. incorporating weekly data from 1973 through 1977 inclusive,

Schimkat’s model explained 41 percent of the variation in basis during the hedging period.
Schimkat’s model yielded better basis estimates for steers weighing 300 to 400 pounds than

heavier steers. Schimkat concluded that llghter feeder cattle have stronger seasonalbasis
patterns than heavier feeder cattle.

Using monthly data from 1965 through 1977 inclusive, Leuthold developed a model

explaining basis variation in live cattle according to factors which affect cash price via shifts
in the supply of live cattle across time. The eight variable model used by Leuthold

incorporated slaughter cattle numbers, cattle on feed, cash corn prices, cash feeder steer

prices and cash slaughter steer prices, Leuthold obtained good results when explaining basis
variation in distant contract months. Explanatory basis models incorporating live cattle futures

contracts maturing between two and seven months distant explained between 78 percent and

90 percent of the variation in live cattle basis. However, Leuthold’s models could explain only
l

26 percent of the variation in live cattle basis incorporating nearby futures. The most

significant variables in determinlng basis for the nearby futures were cash corn prices, cash

slaughter steer prices, and cash feeder steer prices. Additional factors other than cattle supply

and seasonality apparently affect basis for nearby maturing futures.

Buccola, and Buccola and Jessee, analysed factors affecting the feeder cattle cash price.

They examined feeder cattle cash price differentials according to differences in sex, weight,

age, grade, size of lot sold, market location, size of sale, and day of week of sale. Since

demand for feeder cattle is derived from demand for slaughter cattle, Buccola incorporated

break even prices as a proxy for protitability of cattle producers. Factors influencing the

protitability of feeder and slaughter cattle producers include expected slaughter cattle prices,

current feed costs, and the current phase of the cattle cycle (expansion or liquidation).
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- Buccola determined non-linear relatlonships exlsted between cash price and weight/sex, and
cash price and lot size. Buccola found that the cash price of heifers decreased at anI
increasing rate as weight incresed and that the cash price of steers decreased at a decreasing
rate as weight increased. Additionally, Buccola found that, as lot size increased, cash prices

of steers and heifers increased at a decreasing rate.

Faminow and Gum analyzed cash price differentials of Arizona feeder cattle at two

different markets across 1984 and 1985. Faminow and Gum made no attempt at explaining

feeder cattle basis variation but did explain much of the variation in the cash price element

of basis. The explanatory model developed by Faminow and Gum analyzed cash price
variation according to differences in weight, lot size, sex, breed, year and market. Faminow

and Gum explained 85 percent of the variation in cashfeeder cattle prices with their model.

Faminow and Gum determined that the relationship between cash price and weight is concave8
from below with the price of heifers decreasing at an increasing rate with increasing weight.

The relationship between cash price and weight for steers is convex from below with the price

of steers decreases at a decrasing rate with increasing weight. The relationship between

cash price and lot size ls quasiconcave with cash price increasing at a decreasing rate with

increasing lot size until lot size approximately equals 61 head of feeder cattle, where upon

cash price decreases at a decreasing rate.

Faminow and Gum justify these relatlonships as follows. As feeder cattle increase in

weight their level of feed efticiency decreases. Using a break even analysis approach similar

to that used by Buccola and Jessee, cattle feeders will not be able to pay as much per

hundredweight for heavier feeder cattle as for llghter feeder cattle since cattle feeders incur

greater feed costs per pound of gain with heavier animals. Because heifers have both a lower

feed conversion rate and feed out to llghter weights than steers, the cash price of heifers will

decrease at a faster rate than steers. Cash prices of feeder cattle will increase with an

increase in lot size until lot size approaches the size of a full truckload of feeder cattle. Buyers

of feeder cattle undergo lower transportation costs per head when they can ship feeder cattle

in complete truckloads. When buyers are able to purchase feeder cattle in lot sizes equivalent
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to complete truckloads they will pay a premium over feeder cattle sold in lots of a smaller size

where the feeder cattle buyer must assemble several lots to complete a shipment. Feeder

cattle sold in lots too large to fill a truckload will command lower prices since the cattle buyer

must assemble another truckload of cattle for shipment to avoid heigher freight costs per

animal.

Other research has determined relationships which may prove beneficial in estimating
and predicting feeder cattle basis. Studies conducted by the National Cattlemen’s Federation;

Bobst and Davis; Schimkat; and Price, Morgan, Dayton, and McCoy determined that any

locational differences occurring in feeder cattle basis result from local supply and demand
conditions and differences according to weight and grade. Contradictory results have been
reached regarding variance in feeder cattle basis. Reseach conducted by Leuthold and Bobst

and Davis determined basis variance peaks as the relevant futures contract reaches maturity.

Research conducted by Price, Morgan, Dayton and McCoy contradicts the previously
mentioned studies in linding that basis has greater variability during non-delivery periods of
the relevant futures contract.

Previous basis research has explained only 26 to 48 percent of the variation in nearby

feeder cattle basis. Previous cash price research has explalned up to 85 percent of the

variation in cash feeder cattle prices, but cash prices are only one of the two elements I

determinlng feeder cattle basis. Feeder cattle basis variation results from variation in cash
prices, futures prices, and interactions between these two elements of feeder cattle basis.

The following chapter will attempt to improve upon previous research in feeder cattle basis

variation by incorporating additional factors which may impact feeder cattle basis.

LITERATURE REVIEW 10
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1. Feeder cattle are produced continuously versus a single time period.

2. Any particular set of feeder cattle continuously undergo physical changes and are not a

uniform product across different time periods.

3. Beginning in September 1986, feeder cattle contracts are cash settled instead of delivery

settled. While cash settlement may provide better basis convergence for Virginia

cattlemen (since Virginia cattlemen are located too distant from par delivery points to

have made effective delivery under the old CME feeder cattle contract specifications),

additional basis variation may result since Virginia feeder cattle prices are not used in

determining the cash settlement price. Under either cash settlement or delivery

settlement of feeder cattle futures, Virginia cattlemen cannot effectively arbitrage between

Virginia cash feeder cattle and feeder cattle futures.

4. Feeder cattle are comprised of both steers and heifers unlike feeder cattle futures which

use only feeder steers ln determining price. While steers and heifers are interchangeable

to a high degree in the feedlot, certain factors which affect the cash price of heifers do

not affect the cash price of steers. Since heifers have breeding value and steers do not, ,

heifers sold during periods of herd expansion may command higher cash prices relative

to steers (compared to historical steer/heifer price differentials) since some heifers sold

will be used as replacement stock. Other factors possibly affecting the historical

differential in steer price and heifer price Include :

a. heifers take less time to feed out than steers. Hence, in periods when improved cash

flow among feedlot operators is needed, heifers may command higher prices relative

to steers.

b. heifers convert feed less efliciently than steers. Hence, in periods of high feed costs,

heifers may command a lower price relative to steers.

FEEDER CATTLE BASIS 'l’I·lEORv 12
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c. feedlot operators usually prefer steers over heifers; consequently steers usually sell

at a premium to heifers. However, feedlot operators incur greater profits by

maintaining feedlots at their capacity in order to minimize fixed costs per

hundredweight of animal sold. When feedlot operators are unable to purchase their
desired amount of steers to maintaln feedlots at capacity, they will demand a higher

percentage of heifers in their feedlot. Thus, heifers may, on occasion, sell at a higher

price relative to steers.

d. Pregnant heifers are more costly to feed than open heifers but heifers retained for

replacement stock result in lower costs for a cow / calf herd operator. Thus when

heifers are known to be pregnant, they will command lower prices relative to open

heifers and steers by feedlot buyers and higher prices relative to open heifers by cow

/ calf operators.

3.2 CME Futures Contract Specifications

3.2.1 Delivery Settlement

Since feeder_cattle basis represents the difference between cash prices of feeder steers,

heifers, and futures prices of feeder steers, whenever additional variation across cash prices

of feeder steers, open feeder and stocker heifers, and pregnant feeder and stocker heifers

occurs, additional feeder cattle basis variation results. The variation in cash prices of feeder

cattle represents the majority of the variation in feeder cattle basis because cash feeder cattle

represent a much more heterogeneous group than feeder cattle futures. Under the old

delivery system feeder cattle futures were restricted to 44,000 pounds of feeder steers

FEEDER CATTLE BASIS THEORY 13
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weighing 575 to 700 pounds, gradlng USDA Number One muscle thickness with no more than

13 head gradlng in the upper third of USDA Number Two muscle thickness, and delivered to

par delivery points in Omaha, Nebraska; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; or Sioux City, Iowa; or

at a $0.25 discount per hundredweight to delivery points in Kansas City, Missouri; or St.

Joseph, Missouri; or at a $0.50 discount per hundredweight to delivery points in St. Paul,

Minnesota; or Greeley, Colorado; Dodge City, Kansas; or Amarillo, Texas; or at $0.75

discount per hunredweight to Billings, Montana; or at a $6.00 discount per hundredweight to

Montgomery,Alabama.3.2.2

Cash Settlement

Under the present cash settlement system, feeder cattle are restricted to steers

weighing 600 to 800 pounds gradlng 60 to 80 percent Choice at slaughter. The final cash

settlement price is calculated from actual sales of feeder cattle delivered in 27 states. This

cash settlement price, calculated by Catfle Fax, ls known as the U.S. Feeder Steer Price

(USFSP) and is determined as a weighted average of cash prices from 140 feeder steer

auctions held each week plus an additional 55 seasonal feeder steer auctions. The USFSP is

updated each business day and is calculated over the seven day period ending the previous _

business day. While the elements formulatin Virginia feeder cattle basis (cash prices and

futures prices) are highly related, cash feeder prices and futures feeder prices represent

different entities. Virginia cash feeder prices reflect supply and demand conditions at a

specific market and time for each lot of feeders bearing particular characteristics which may

or may not coincide with CME feeder cattle contract specifications. Futures prices represent

feeder cattle which bear physical characteristics coinciding with CME feeder cattle contract

specifications and may never be sold in Virginia feeder cattle auctions. Even if Virginia cash

feeder auctions were used in calculating the U.S. Feeder Steer Price under the cash

settlement system or Virginia markets were par delivery points under the old delivery system,

FEEDEI3 CATTLE BASIS THEORY 14



Virginia feeder cattle cash prices would represent somewhat different supply and demand

conditions from feeder cattle futures prices. According to Leuthold (1974) the futures prices

of Iivestock represent the cash price expectations of traders during the maturity of the futures

contract. Because Iivestock are not storable, a different set of supply and demand conditions

may exist during this future time period from any current cash period.

3.3 Factors Aifecting Virginia Feeder Cattle Basis

Variation in feeder cattle basis results from specific factors affect each component of

basis, cash price and futures price, in a different manner. Since cash feeder cattle represent

a much more heterogeneous group than feeder cattle futures, more factors affecting cash

prices of feeder cattle because cash feeders are a more heterogeneous group than affect

feeder cattle futures. ' '

. 3.3.1 Seasonality of Futures Contracts

However, one of the factors greatly impacting feeder cattle basis occurs in the A
seasonality of basis. Seasonality in basis can Iargely be attributed to rolling forward futures

contract months as the nearby futures contract matures. Substantial changes in feeder cattle

basis may occur because the futures prices immediately changes from expectations of current

supply and demand conditions to the expectations of supply and demand conditions in some

distant time period. Since cash prices are changing somewhat continuously and futures

prices are changing across time spans between one month and three months, depending

upon when the nearby futures contract is rolled forward, much of the seasonality in basis can

be attributed to changing futures contract prices. The most substantial seasonal change in

FEEDER cA1‘TLE BASIS THEORY 15
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A
basis occurs when futures contracts are switched from spring contract months to fall contract

months. For example, if on May 14 the nearby futures contract is rolled from the May feeder

contract into the next closest futures, the August feeder contract, basis on May 15 will vary

substantially from basis on May 14. The change in cash feeder supply and demand conditions

will have been minimal yet the change in future supply and demand conditions between May

and August may be substantial.

A 3.3.2 Market Location

‘ Other factors lmpacting feeder cattle basis either simultaneously affect both the cash
price and futures price elements of basis or affect primarily the cash price element of basis.

One of the factors affecting the cash price element of Virginia feeder cattle basis is market

location. Since feeder cattle sold at Virginia markets are not used in determining the cash
settlement futures price and were never economically feasible to deliver to par delivery points

under the delivery settlement system, Virginia feeder cattle have never had a signiiicant
impact on the futures price element of Virginia feeder cattle basis. The market at which

Virginia feeder cattle are sold may still affect the cash price and basis of feeder cattle

according to the market’s physical location (transportation costs), types of cattle offered,

number of buyers present, lot size of cattle sold, and proximity to competing markets.

Physical location of the market will affect basis level and variation with regard to

transportation costs. Feeder cattle sold at markets distant from their tinal destination will

have a more negative basis than closer markets due to higher transportation costs. Also,
A

when transportation costs tend to be volatile basis variation will increase as the cash price

adjusts to account for changes in transportation costs. The location of a market with respect

to buyers will also affect basis. Buyers at markets with no close competition will tend to bid

lower cash prices than buyers at markets with nearby competition. Lower cash prices will

consequently result in more negative basis levels.

FEEDER CATTLE BASIS THEQRY 16



Reflecting the major sources of Virginia feeder cattle basis variation are the following

variables.

3.3.3 Weight

The weight of animals sold affects cash price per hundredweight because llghter animals

have a better feed conversion rate than heavier animals. Lighter animals will command

higher cash prices and have more positive basis levels than heavier animals. The amount

of the premium Iighter feeders command above heavier feeders depends upon the cost of feed

inputs relative to the expected price of slaughter cattle. ln periods of inexpensive feed inputs

relative to expected slaughter cattle prices, Iighter weight feeder cattle will command a larger

premium and have more positive basis levels than normal.

‘ 3.3.4 Muscle Thickness

The CME feeder cattle contracts represent the expected future prices of feeder steers

grading USDA Number One muscle thickness with no more than approximately 16% of the

feeder steers grading in the upper one-third of USDA Number Two muscle thickness. More

basis variation results as cash feeder cattle not meeting these requirements command lower

cash prices. Feeder cattle grading USDA Number One muscle thickness sell for a premium

over feeders grading USDA Numbers 2 and 3. Consequently, basis levels for cattle of number

one muscle thickness are less negative than for cattle of lower grade muscle thickness.

FEEDER cA11'I.E BASIS THEORY 17



3.3.5 Frame Size

CME feeder cattle contract speciflcations do not specify a particular frame size for feeder

steers. However, Virginia feeder cattle are sold with frame size designations of large, large
and medium mixed, medium, small, and small shorts. The frame size of Virginia feeder cattle
will affect the price and basis of feeders depending upon buyers’ preferences and the speciüc
end use of the feeder cattle. lf the buyer lntends to feed out cattle and sell them as boxed
beef, the buyer will discount those cattle wlth a frame size so large they do not "tit the box".

Buyers of boxed beef feeder cattle will generally prefer cattle comprised of medium frame
steers and medium or large frame helfers. Buyers of feeder cattle destined for the kosher

trade will pay a premium for a large frame size since these cattle are fed to an exceptionally

large size and the primary products of the animal are the front quarters. Since Virginia feeder
cattle of frame sizes small and small short are generally undesirable by all buyers, large and

medium frame feeder cattle yleld higher cash prices and thus have more positive basis levels
than smaller frame feeder cattle.

3.3.6 Breed

CME feeder cattle contracts are not specific as to breeds of cattle acceptable for

delivery. Many breeds of feeders are sold in Virginia and certain buyers tend to prefer

particular breeds of Virinia feeder cattle. Generally, buyers of Virginia feeder cattle prefer A!
cattle which are black in color and are crossbreeds. Other breeds of feeder cattle usuallysellat

a discount. Buyers prefer blackfeeders because the black color implies the cattle

haveBlackAngus ancestry. The Black Angus breed has a good reputation for feed conversion,

average daily gain, carcass grading ability, and since cattle with Black Angus ancestry feed

out to lighter weights than continental European breed cattle, cattle with Black Angus ancestry

FEEDER CATTLE BASIS THEORY 18
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are usually better able to "fit the box" for processors of boxed beef. Buyers prefer crossbreed
cattle over purebreed cattle because of hybrid vigor (result of heterosis). Crossbreed cattle

generally convert feed more efficlently, yield higher quality carcasses, and are less
succeptible to disease and death loss than purebreed cattle. Buyers of Virginia feeder cattle
generally prefer buying larger, more uniform lots of cattle; certain breeds are more prevalent

in Virginia than others and these breeds oonsequently occur in larger, more uniform lots than
other breeds. As a result, basis variation is less for these breeds than less prevalent breeds.

3.3.7 Lot Size

Lot size of cattle sold may affect cash prices and basis of Virginia feeder cattle. Buyers
· of feeder cattle ship feeders by truckloads of 45 to 60 head. Since it is more difficult to

assemble several different small lots of feeder cattle than a few large lots of feeders when

obtalning a shlpment of cattle, feeder cattle sold in large lots sell at a premium over feeder

cattle sold in smaller lots and subsequently have more positive basis levels than feeder cattle

sold in smaller lots. ‘

3.3.8 Past Profits of Feedlot Operators

Past profits of feedlot operators influence current supply and demand conditions and

thus affect cash prices and basis. As feedlot operators accumulate profits from feeding cattle,

their cash flow improves. lmproved cash flow among cattle feeders will allow cattle feeders

to bid more for incoming feeders. As the cash price of feeder steers and heifers increases,

cow·caIf operators will experience greater profits and will retain a higher percentage of

heifers as breeding stock. Since heifers will be in greater demand as both feeders and

breeding stock, the price of cash heifers will increase more relative to steers as feedlot
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operators bid up cash prices in response to their increased cash flow. Since past proflts will

have a greater impact on nearby supply and demand conditions than on distant supply and

demand conditions, cash prices of feeder cattle will be more sensitive to past proflts of feedlot

operators than futures prices. Thus, cash prices will increase more than futures prices in

periods of recent increased proüts to feedlot operators and basis levels will be more positive.

3.3.9 Expected Profits of Feedlot Operators

O
Futures prices and cash prices of feeder cattle are affected by changes in expected

proflts to feedlot operators, dependlng upon the time period the change in expected proflts

will occur. lf the change in expected proflts to feedlot operators involves feeding current cash

feeder cattle, cash feeder cattle prices will increase as expected profits increase. lf the

change in expected profits involves feeding cattle in some future time period, the feeder cattle

futures prices reflecting supply and demand conditions of feeder cattle at the beginning of the

feeding period will increase more than prices of feeder cattle in less proütable time periods,

present or future. As these future prices increase more than present cash prices, feeder cattle

basis will become more negative. As cash feeder cattle prices increase more than futures

prices, feeder cattle basis will become more positive.

l 3.3.10 Placements of Cattle on Feed

Feedlot operators make greater proflts when profits exist by maintalning feedlots at their
l

.

capacity in order to minimize average fixed costs of production. When placements of cattle 1

on feed are increasing, the cash price of feeder cattle increases as more cattle are demanded.

This increased demand for cash feeder cattle is a function of current supply and demand

conditions, not expected future supply and demand conditions. Thus cash prices are affected
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more than future prices. As cash prices increase relative to futures prices, basis becomes

more positive.
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Chapter 4 J

MODEL RESULTS

4.1 Data .

Virginia feeder cattle basis is defined as the difference between Virginia cash feeder

cattle prices and CME feeder cattle futures prices (cash - futures). CME feeder cattle futures

prices are determined for a specific type of feeder cattle delivered to specific par delivery
points at different time periods correspondlng with contract specitications of each CME feeder

cattle futures contract. CME feeder cattle futures contracts mature during these different

months : January, March, April, May, August, September, October, and November. Because

the only difference in CME feeder cattle futures contract specitications is the futures contract

maturity date (and corresponding time of delivery of feeder cattle to par delivery points), basis

variation due to futures prices results mainly from switching futures contract months.

As stated in previous chapters, Virginia cash feeder cattle vary across many attributes.

Virginia cash feeder cattle are sold at different times within the year, so seasonal price

differences occur in cash feeder cattle as occur in feeder cattle futures. However, many other
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differences result in cash feeder cattle with respect to location and type differences. For the

purposes of a forward pricing agency for Virginia feeder cattle, cash feeder cattle may be sold

at up to 16 different market locations during the spring or fall, and the feeder cattle sold may

have these different attributes : steers or heifers; breed types of Angus/Hereford cross,

Angus, l-lereford, Charolais cross, Shorthorn, Slmmental, or Exotic cross; USDA no. 1 or no.

2 muscle thickness; USDA frame size of Large, Medium, or Small. Also, Virginia feeder cattle

may be sold lnmany different lot sizes. Variation in number of feeder cattle sold in different

lots lncreases varlation in cash feeder cattle prices and basis since buyers generally prefer

purchasing feeder cattle in larger, more uniform lots. Buyers prefer purchasing feeder cattle
U

in larger more uniform lots to facilitate making truckload shipments. These many attributes

of Virginia feeder cattle result in conslderable varlation of basis estimates for Virginia feeder

cattle. Other factors affecting Virginia feeder cattle basis levels and varlation include

expectations of cattle buyers to make future profits from feeding cattle and the ability of cattle

feeders to maintaln feedlots at capacity, minlmlzing average fixed costs during proütable ·

feeding periods.

These factors affecting Virginia feeder cattle basis levels and basis varlation have led to

the development of the following explanatory and predictlve feeder cattle basis models.

Separate models were developed for each market, sex, and season combination, yielding a

total of 64 different models (16 different markets, steers and heifers, spring and fall). Models

were estimated for each market because different markets offer different types of cattle, have

different locations and may attract different buyers. The two main reasons for estimating

basis by individual markets are :

1. any specific market may object to data from other markets being used to estimate basis

for that market; and .

2. participation of each specific market in a forward pricing agency for Virginia feeder cattle

is still in question.
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Separate models were estimated for steers and heifers since heifers have a distinctly

different demand structure from steers, as discussed in previous chapters. This different

demand structure results not only in a different intercept for the equation, but also an equation

which has different parameter estimates and a different variance. Initially, models were

estimated using intercept dummy variables to denote different supply/demand characteristics

of feeder cattle sold during the fall from feeder cattle sold during the spring. Two major
problems resulted which led to estimation of separate models for spring and fall :

1. Supply/demand characteristics of feeder cattle sold during fall months are distinctly
different from those sold during spring months. This results in equations with a different

intercept value, different parameter estimates, and a different variance; and

2. The data modeled is pooled cross sectional/time series data and is unbalanced. While

the data modeled is mostly cross sectional, it also spans a tive year time period. Each

observation in the data set ls daily, and each observation is non-unique with respect to

the day (time period) in which it occurs. ln addition to this problem of non-unique

observations in each time period, the number of non-unique observations occurring in
each time period varies. Also, the time span between time periods in which these

groupings of non-unique observations occur ls uneven. Virginia graded feeder cattle

sales occur on various days in the spring from approximately March 15 through May 14,

and on various days in the fall from approximately August 15 through November 14. This

results in two other time periods within the year in which no observations occur: from

May 15 through August 14, and from November 15 through March 14.

ln addition to these problems, the pattern of occurrence of these observations within

each year changes with each year in the five year period. The end result is that no

statistically accurate means of estimating basis with this data exists. lt was decided the most

efficient and accurate method of coping with these statistical problems was to assume a

random pattern of occurrence of observations within each spring and fall time period, and to
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estlmate separate equations by market for steers and heifers for the spring and fall time

periods. Problems with serial correlation and biased parameter estimates may result, but no

effective means of checking this exists given the nature of the data.

4.2 Basis Models

The following models were estimated over the time period March 15, 1980 through March

14, 1985. Virginia cash prices by sex, weight, muscle thickness, frame size, lot size, breed,

and market are from the Virginia Special Graded Feeder Cattle Sales. The basis refiects the

cash price·futures price difference of the specific sale date. The (0,1) designation after some

variables indlcates those variables are intercept dummy variables. Specific models for steers
and heifers at each market are as follows :

SPRING STEERS

BASIS,) = B, + B1 WEIGHT + B, HEREFORD + B, ANGUS + B, CHARLAIS

+ B, SHRTHORN + B, SIMXOTIC + B7 FRAMESM + B, FRAMELG

+ B, FRAMELM + B1, MUSCLE2 + B11 NUMBERM + B,2 NM_SQUAR,,,
+ B,, WT_SOUAR,, +B1, $HIPM_L‘|,_,) + B1, XPECT_PI,,)

+ B,, MAYFUT

SPRING HEIFERS
BASIS,) = B, + B1 WEIGHT,) + B, HEREFORD + B, ANGUS + B, CHARLAIS

+ B, SHRTHORN + B, SIMXOTIC + B, FRAMESM + B, FRAMELG

+ B, FRAMELM + 8,, MUSCLE2 + B,, NUMBER,)

+ B1, NM_SOUAR,,, + B1, WT_SOUAR,,, + B,, SHIPM_L1,,_,, + B1, XPECT_PI,,,
+ B1, MAYFUT
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FALL STEERS

BASIS,) = 8, + 8, WEIGHTM + 8, HEREFORD + B, ANGUS + B, CHARLAIS
+ 8, SHRTHORN + 8, SIMXOTIC + 8, FRAMESM + 8, FRAMELG

+ 8, FRAMELM + 8,, MUSCLE2 + 8,, NUMBER,) + 8,, NM_SQUAR,)

+ 8,, WT_SQUAR,) + 8,, SHIPM_L1,_,) + 8,, XPECT_PI,)

+ 8,, SEPTFUT + 8,, NOVMBFUT
l

FALL HEIFERS

BASIS,) = 8, + 8, WEIGHTM + 8, HEREFORD + 8, ANGUS + 8, CHARLAIS

+ 8, SHRTHORN + 8, SIMXOTIC + 8, FRAMESM + 8, FRAMELG

+ 8, FRAMELM + 8,, MUSCLE2 + 8,, NUMBERM + 8,, NM_SQUAR,)

+ 8,, WT_SQUAR,) + 8,, SHIPM_L1,__,) + 8,, XPECT_PI,)

+ 8,, SEPTFUT + 8,, NOVMBFUT

The variable delinitions and expected signs are :

BASIS,) = (current cash feeder price)-(current CME feeder futures)

l/IIEIGHT,) = weight of cash feeders at Virginia graded feeder sales, -8,

HEREFORD= Hereford breed intercept dummy variable,

par= Angus/Hereford cross, -8,

ANGUS= Angus breed intercept dummy variable,

par= Angus/Hereford cross, -8,

CHARLAlS= Charolais breed intercept dummy variable,

par= Angus/Hereford cross, -8,

SHRTHORN= Shorthorn breed intercept dummy variable,

par= Angus/Hereford cross, -8,

SIMXOTIC= Simmental and exotic breed intercept dummy variable,

par= Angus/Hereford cross, -8,

FRAMESM= USDA small frame size intercept dummy variable,
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par= Medium frame, -8,

FRAMELG= USDA Large frame size intercept dummy variable,

par= Medium frame, -8,

FRAMELM= USDA Large & Medium mixed frame size intercept dummy variable,

par= Medium frame, -8,

MUSCLE2= USDA no. 2 muscle thickness intercept dummy variable,

par= USDA no. 1, -8,,

NUM8ER,„ = number of animals in lot, +8,,

NM_SQUAR,,, = square of lot size, -8,,

WT_SQUAR,,, = square of weight of feeder cattle in pounds, -8,, for heifers; +8,, for steers

SHIPM_L1,,_,, = weekly U.S. shipments of cattle on feed lagged one week, -8,,

XPECT_PI,,, = 11.0(live cattle futures)—6.5(feeder cattle futures·45(corn futures, where corn and

feeder cattle prices are for the nearby contract and live cattle futures are for the contract
maturing in 120 to 150 days, +8,,

MAYFUT= FOR SPRING MODELS ONLY: Feeder Futures intercept dummy variable,

par= April contract, +8,,

SEPTFUT= FOR FALL MODELS ONLY: Feeder Futures intercept dummy variable,

· par= October contract, +8,, and

NOVMBFUT= FOR FALL MODELS ONLY: Feeder Futures intercept dummy variable,

par= October contract, -8,,.

Graded feeder cattle sales are conducted at 25 different markets in Virginia during the

spring and fall months. The most prevalent breeds are Black Angus/Hereford crossbreeds,

Black Angus, and Hereford cattle. lntercept dummy variables denoting other breeds, and

some futures contract dummy variables may not neccesarily be present in specific models.

Also, not all of the 25 markets conduct graded feeder cattle sales in the spring and fall for

steers and heifers. Obviously, models cannot be estimated for data which does not exist, so

certain markets and variables were omitted where appropriate. Because these models use

futures prices in determining expected profit, and Cattle Fax shipments lagged one week as
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a proxy for current feedlot placements, these explanatory models may also be used as

forecasting models. Values of all independent variables are known in advance of the sale of

Virginia cash feeder cattle.

Each model was estimated using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). Initial runs of the
models across all market/sex/season combinations indicated the variables NM_SQUAR,

WT_SQUAR, SHIPM_L1 and XPECT_Pl should be omitted. lnclusion of these variables resulted
In serious multicollinearity problems, variables having the incorrect sign and variables which

were insignificant in most or all of the models estimated. Also, models were run by year
across the time period modeled and also with yearly dummy variables as a check procedure

to determine if the models were misspecified. When running models separately by year, the

variables NM_SQUAR, WT_SQUAR, SHIPM_L1 and XPECT_PI had inconsistent sign and 2

magnitude across years 1980 through 1985. After these variables were omitted, models with

yearly dummy variables (0,1) were run to determine if significant differences in BASIS were

evident across each year at the 90% confidence level. These yearly dummy variables were

insignificant, indicating no signiflcant difference in BASIS existed across years during the time

period modeled, and that the final models were specified correctly.

4.3 Model Results

Rather than analyzing basis results from each market/se></season combination, it was

decided to analyze results from the eight most prominent markets in Virginia which would

adequately represent the major feeder cattle producing areas across the state. The markets

chosen for analysis are: Dublin, Galax, Harrisonburg, Lynchburg, Marshall, Narrows,
' Roanoke, and Wytheville. While each of these markets did not yield identical results with

every other Virginia market for a specific season/sex combination, results are generally quite

similar and it was felt necessary to restrict the analysis to these eight markets to avoid
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redundancy. Other reasons for analyzing only these eight markets can be attributed to the
known willingness of these markets to participate in a potential forward pricing agency and

the known willingness of corresponding area producers to forward price cattle.
Basis model results for these eight markets are given in Tables 1 through 4. Each table

contains results for the eight markets for a given sex and season. The number in parentheses
under each coefficient estimate ls the t statistic. Selected summary statistics for each market

are reported on the bottom of the tables. Basis model results from all markets for each
season/sex combination are given in Tables 11 through 14 of the Appendix.

Parameter estimates for these eight markets for spring steers, spring heifers, fall steers,

and fall heifers are generally of the expected size and magnitude, Low t values resulted with
some variables in the models for each of the above eight markets as well as the other markets

throughout Virginia. These variables were left in all models, however, because it was felt
these variables were usually of expected size and magnitude, and that these variables add
valuable information to the models. The dlfferences in parameter estimates for individual

models and their respective size, magnitude, and level of statistical significance demonstrates

the importance of estimating separate models according to each market/sex/season
combination. For the purposes of a Virginia feeder cattle forward pricing agency, it is

important to know the appropriate schedule of basis premiums and discounts for specific

types of cattle for a given market and time of year. lf no significant difference in basis results

across different types of cattle for a given market and time of year exist, this information is

also important to know.

All models were statlstically significant with F values ranging from 14.39 to 143.72 for
”

steer models and from 6.75 to 38.38 for helfer models. All the equations except Galax spring
heifers had more than 200 observations. The critical F value at the 5 percent significance level

with 10 variables and 200 observatlons is 1.93. R° values ranged from .444 to .698 for steers

and from .254
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Table 1. Vlrglnla Sprlng Steer Feeder Cattle Basls Equatlons by Market, 1980-85.
‘

PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium
Frame Size, April CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET DUBLIN GALAX HARRISONBURG LYNCHBURG
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 39.605 28.285 23.933 24.412
(19.68)° (7.52) (23.99) (22.94)

WEIGHT -0.055 -0.051 -0.039 -0.039
(-23.71) (-8.42) (-27.39) (-27.07)

NUMBER 0.004 0.061 -0.019 -0.016
(0.20) (0.63) (-2.39) (-1.47)

MUSCLE2 -3.349 -2.697 -5.489 -4.279
(-4.33) (-1.76) (-6.31) (-7.68)

FRAMELG -3.161 n.a.° -0.872 -0.742
(-1.62) (n.a.) (-1.67) (-1.26)

FRAMELM . -3.480 3.006 0.055 0.357
(-2.95) (2.55) (0.07) (0.78)

FRAMESM -9.368 n.a. -5.663 -5.945
(-7.67) (n.a.) (-13.40) (-11.14)

HEREFORD -4.190 -9.519 -2.984 -3.928
(-5.15) (-4.27) (-6.50) (-6.81)

ANGUS -0.794 -2.335 -0.430 -0.143
(-1.16) (-2.18) (-1.08) (-0.37)

CHARLAIS -1.404 -4.307 -0.272 -0.693
(-1.72) (-2.18) (-0.47) (-1.28)

MAYFUT -0.054 n.a. 2.133 1.916
(-0.09) (n.a.) (6.16) (5.62)

Observations 285 57 556 529R2 .698 .673 .641 .631
,/MSE 4.300 3.490 3.658 3.725
F value 63.35 14.39 97.42 88.54
Average

Basis -0.218 0.425 -3.810 -2.524
Weight 603.6 548.9 657.0 628.8
Number 22.2 · 11.5 25.4 22.8
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Table 1 Contlnued.

MARKET MARSHALL NARROWS ROANOKE WYTHEVILLE
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 30.730 39.902 32.965 37.513
(23.55) (18.18) (29.84) (12.39)

WEIGHT -0.044 -0.054 -0.044 -0.050
(-24.10) (-19.91) (-30.76) (-14.96)

NUMBER -0.015 -0.098 -0.050 -0.030
(-0.88) (-2.51) (-4.80) (-0.70)

MUSCLE2 -7.841 -4.455 -5.162 -2.059
(-11.37) (-4.65) (-9.10) (-1.63)

FRAMELG -0.001 -3.777 -2.542 -4.603
(-0.00) (-2.31) (-3.62) (-1.06)

FRAMELM n.a. -2.043 -1.637 -3.458
(n.a.) (-1.97) (-3.12) (-1.97)

FRAMESM -8.087 -9.118 -7.370 -8.625
(-13.49) (-8.08) (-12.52) (-4.46)

HEREFORD -1.597 -5.043 -4.543 -4.394 .
(-2.27) (-5.73) (-8.39) (-3.52)

ANGUS 0.063 -2.817 -1.338 -1.229
(0.12) (-3.60) (-3.19) (-1.32)

CHARLAIS -0.183 -2.301 -1.478 -0.563
. (-0.32) (-2.42) (-2.72) (-0.24)

MAYFUT 0.341 5.348 0.226 1.805
(0.84) (4.98) (0.62) (2.10)

Observations 485 256 552 188R2 .612 .694 .670 .626
„/MSE 4.374 4.870 3.982 5.454— F value 83.38 55.53 109.60 29.63
Average

Basis -0.141 1.950 -0.811 0.667
Weight 639.4 ° 567.8 . 617.9 618.9
Number 17.8 15.2 24.5 18.6

at —value.’
°No observations in this market.
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Table 2. Vlrglnla Sprlng Helfer Feeder Cattle Basls Equations by Market, 1980-85.

PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium
Frame Size, April CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET DUBLIN GALAX HARRISONBURG LYNCHBURG

VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 5.994 6.497 -5.266 -2.267
(3.86)' (1.59) (-2.94) (-1.51)

WEIGHT -0.016 -0.015 -0.012 -0.013
(-8.96) (-2.35) (-4.67) (-5.55)

NUMBER 0.012 -0.065 0.023 0.002
(1.13) (-0.87) (0.66) (0.09)

MUSCLE2 -1.445 -1.985 -3.658 -3.194
1

(-2.54) (-1.24) (-1.38) (-3.45)

FRAMELG -2.003 n.a." -0.261 0.157
(-1.53) (n.a.) (-0.32) (0.20)

FRAMELM -6.052 -6.660 -0.134 . -1.270
(-5.79) (-4.39) (-0.05) (-1.99) .

FRAMESM -10.009 _ -10.230
U

-4.348 -5.798
(-9.28) (-5.32) (-4.92) (-7.70)

HEREFORD -2.966 -1.690 -1.647 -2.177
(-5.02) (-1.07) (-2.18) (-2.41)

ANGUS -1.866 -4.233 -1.233 -1.126
(-3.55) (-3.53) (-1.90) (-2.05)

CHARLAIS -0.760 -0.068 1.087 0.251
(-1.13) (#0.02) (1.13) (0.31)

MAYFUT -0.931 n.a. 0.623 1.187
(-1.92) (n.a.) (1.09) (2.39)

Observations 249 56 178 326
R2 .502 .535 .306 .254
./MSE 3.098 3.750 3.441 4.216
F value 23.99 6.75 7.35 10.77
Average

Basis -11.119 -10.983 -13.777 -11.627
Weight 535.1 503.8 560.9 558.8
Number 25.3 11.4 14.9 16.8 -
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Table 2 Continued.

MARKET MARSHALL NARROWS ROANOKE WYTHEVILLE
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT -2.088 7.136 2.825 5.160 1
(-1.12) (3.03) (1.84) (2.00)

WEIGHT -0.017 -0.031 -0.020 -0.024
(-5.78) (-9.06) (-7.99) (-7.46)

NUMBER 0.022 0.037 0.009 0.062
(0.74) (0.65) (0.57) (2.57)

MUSCLE2 -8.357 -2.652 -1.680 -1.509
(-8.35) (-2.70) (-2.04) -1.66)

FRAMELG 1.190 -3.363 0.335 0.767
(1.55) (-2.42) (0.29) (0.18)

FRAMELM n.a.
T

0.017 -2.649 -2.870
(n.a.) (0.02) (-3.43) (-2.11)

FRAMESM -6.989 -6.719 -7.320 -6.870
(-8.33) (-6.42) (-7.91) (-4.52)

HEREFORD -1.500 -3.397 -2.002 -2.785
(-1.59) (-3.88) (-2.61) (-3.03)

ANGUS 0.349 -2.705 -0.991 -2.822
(0.48) (-3.61) (-1.54) (-3.93)

CHARLAIS 1.025 0.422 1.498 1.292
(1.20) (0.47) (1.72) (0.76)

MAYFUT 1.855 3.557 n.a. 1.625
(3.26) (3.44) (n.a.) (2.27)

Observations 277 158 201 167R2 0.401 .566 .485 .467
,/MSE 4.598 3.676 3.624 3.963
F value 19.84 19.18 19.99 13.69
Average

Basis -11.996 -10.516 -10.949 -10.996
Weight 559.3 505.9 523.5 521.4
Number 14.4 12.02 21.40 19.66

°t — value.
4 °No observations in this market.
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Table 3. Virglnla Fall Steer Feeder Cattle Basls Equatlons by Market, 1980-85. 1

PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium
Frame Size, October CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET DUBLIN GALAX HARRISONBURG LYNCHBURG

VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 15.141 9.434 14.648 12.585
(20.78)° (13.53) (18.31) (13.58)

WEIGHT -0.023 -0.017 -0.024 -0.020
(-25.07) (-19.46) (-22.55) (-13.66)

NUMBER 0.016 0.008 0.010 0.019
(3.41) (1.08) (1.41) (2.22)

MUSCLE2 -4.574 -3.016 -5.517 -4.586
(-16.30) (-11.43) (-8.29) (-10.02)

FRAMELG -0.209 -2.536 -1.242 -0.444
(-0.26) (-3.65) (-2.94) (-0.62)

FRAMELM -0.830 -1.722 -0.155 -0.963
(-1.68) (-4.24) (-0.25) (-2.38)

FRAMESM -5.450 -5.089 -4.146 -5.920
(-10.71) (-11.85) (-12.36) (-13.95)

HEREFORD -4.702 -3.067 -3.551 -3.965
(-12.87) (-10.38) (-10.21) (-8.64)

' ANGUS -1.194 -1.138 -1.329 0.053
(-3.91) (-4.63) (-4.27) (0.16)

CHARLAIS -1.198 -0.401 -0.032 0.137
(-3.01) (-1.11) (-0.09) (0.29)

SEPFUT -0.343 0.574 1.656 -1.452
(-1.03) (1.26) (2.32) (-3.35)

NOVMBFUT -2.257 -1.646 -1.303 -1.902
A (-8.78) (-7.45) (-5.26) (-5.31)

Observations 1022 771 863 733
Rz .610 .514 .562 .496
,/MSE 3.284 2.803 3.427 3.732
F value 143.72 73.03 99.32 64.38
Average

Basis -5.142 -6.414 -5.790 -3.477
Weight 635.8 650.9 678.4 592.1
Number 27.0 17.5 22.5 20.7
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Table 3 Continued.

MARKET MARSHALL NARROWS ROANOKE WYTHEVILLE
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 12.062 11.437 11.095 14.775
(14.05) (19.76) (14.61) (14.01)

WEIGHT -0.021 -0.021 -0.015 -0.026
(-16.20) (-25.76) (-13.73) (-23.31)

NUMBER -0.003 0.020 0.021 0.038
(-0.24) (3.49) (3.69) (3.15)

MUSCLE2 -6.139 · -3.638 -3.065 -2.766
(-14.97) (-14.07) (-9.33) (-8.42)

FRAMELG -1.346 -0.736 -1.309 0.581
(-3.01) (-1.54) (-2.12) (0.52)

FRAMELM n.a.° · -0.309 -1.982 -1.269
(n.a.) (-1.29) (-5.13) (-1.72)

FRAMESM -4.728 -4.639 -5.199 -5.391' (-12.36) (-17.59) (-11.93) (-7.07)

HEREFORD -3.254 -4.070 -3.331 -3.704
(-7.19) (-15.87) (-9.47) (-11.38)

ANGUS 0.195 -0.647 -0.463 -1.090
(0.52) (-2.67) (-1.58) (-3.75)

CHARLAIS -0.114 -0.753 0.324 -0.647
(-0.28) (-2.71) (0.90) (-1.30)

SEPFUT 4.954 0.148 -2.719 1.081
(6.98) (0.49) (-7.26) (2.99)

NOVMBFUT -0.209 -1.834 -3.089 -0.845
(-0.72) (-9.05) (-9.84) (-3.10)

Observations 863 1273 1015 602R2 .444 .555 .467 .597
„/MSE 4.019 ~ 3.250 3.653 2.887
F value 68.08 · 142.98 79.97 79.36
Average

Basis _ -4.016 -5.726 -4.059 -5.930
Weight 656.2 640.8 627.2 665.4
Number · 19.3 22.9 27.5 17.9

at — value.
°No observations in this market.
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Table 4. Vlrglnla Fall Helfer Feeder Cattle Basis Equatlons by Market, 1980-85.

PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium
Frame Size, October CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET DUBLIN GALAX HARRISONBURG LYNCHBURG

VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT -7.514 -13.66 -14.091 -13.402
(-6.07)' (-10.05) (-6.40) (-9.01)

WEIGHT -0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003
(-2.12) (1.70) (0.93) (1.29)

NUMBER 0.022 0.071 0.084 0.090
(2.03) (5.36) (2.27) (4.26)

MUSCLE2 -4.074 -4.055 -5.501 -5.032
(-8.39) (-7.85) (-3.64) (-6.72)

FRAMELG -0.069 1.796 ‘ -1.002 0.506
(-0.07) (1.67) (-1.05) (0.46)

FRAMELM -1.502 -1.015 -1.429 -0.333
(-2.08) (-1.39) (-1.20) (-0.63)

FRAMESM _. -6.442 -6.037 -5.482 -5.957
(-8.44) (-7.78) (-7.17) (-10.31)

HEREFORD . -4.230 _ -2.511 -3.653 -3.098
(-8.17) (-4.79) (-4.59) (-4.16)

l ANGUS -2.630 -1.387 -1.813 -0.785
(-5.89) (-3.19) (-2.70) (-1.69)

CHARLAIS -0.671 -0.558 1.700 0.192
(-1.19) (-0.84) (1.86) (0.26)

SEPFUT 3.186 2.002 n.a.° -1.442
(5.04) (2.98) (n.a.) (-1.87)

NOVMBFUT -1.522 -3.709 -0.958 -2.754
(-3.75) (-7.80) (-1.48) (-6.26)

Observatlons 554 392 214 369
R2 .432 .526 .503 .468
./MSE 3.874 3.569 3.785 3.811
F value 37.45 38.38 20.56 28.60
Average

Basis -14.601 -15.296 -14.814 -14.656
Weight 532.1 541.0 514.8 492.9 ‘
Number 22.2 20.3 14.3 15.2
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Table 4 Continued.

MARKET MARSHALL NARROWS ROANOKE WYTHEVILLE
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT -5.698 -10.847 -15.407 -10.573
_ (-3.47) (-7.96) (-10.18) (-6.48)

WEIGHT -0.011 -0.004 0.008 -0.007
_ (-4.05) (-1.88) (3.29) (-2.91)

NUMBER 0.054 0.049 - 0.065 0.045
(1.41) (3.72) (4.32) (2.56)

MUSCLE2 V -6.310 -4.015 -2.894 -2.913
(-7.61) (-7.29) (-4.27) (-4.60)

FRAMELG 1.374 -1.679 0.344 -2.025
(1.77) (-1.75) (0.31) (-1.18)

FRAMELM n.a. -0.489 -0.805 1.122 U
(n.a.) (-1.02) (-1.28) (1.18)

FRAMESM -7.458 -5.885 -5.234 -5.020
(-10.79) (-10.91) (-7.36) (-4.90)

HEREFORD -4.277 -3.821 -1.818 -2.559
. (-5.55) (-7.00) (-2.57) (-4.08)

ANGUS -1.893 -0.634 -1.571 -0.993
(-3.06) (-1.29) (-3.07) (-1.95)

CHARLAIS -0.115 0.271 1.627 0.649
(-0.17) (0.47) (2.41) (0.783)

SEPFUT 0.279 2.366 7.249 2.603
(0.19) (4.33) (9.80) (4.64)

NOVMBFUT -1.693 -0.759 -3.471 n.a.
(-3.54) (-1.59) (-6.52) (n.a.)

Observations 286 500 285 269R2 .486 .412 .601 .432
„/MSE 3.839 4.139 3.514 3.445
F value 26.02 31.10 37.37 19.65
Average·

Basis -14.363 -15.279 -12.851 -14.260
Weight 540.7 532.6 492.3 V . 544.7
Number 11.6 17.8 22.3 18.0

at — value.
°No observations in this market.
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to .601 for heifers. „/Ü„E.’s ranged from $2.80/cwt. for Wytheville fall steers to $5.45/cwt. for

Wytheville spring steers. Mean basis values by market for each season/sex combination

ranged as follows:

Spring Steers: -$3.81/cwt. to $1.95/cwt.,

Spring Heifers: -$13.78/cwt. to -$10.52/cwt.,

Fall Steers: ·$6.41/cwt. to -$3.48/cwt., and

Fall Heifers: -815.30/cwt. to -$12.85/cwt.

For the purpose of a Virginia feeder cattle forward pricing agency, mean basis estimates

and their respective variances are not the important issue. The important issue is the basis

for offering forward price or minimum price contracts to producers. This basis is reflected by

the parameter estimates of the appropriate combination of variables in each model for a

particular set of feeder cattle. The models used here to determine basis are comprised of two

continuous variables, WEIGHT and NUMBER, denoting the average weight of animals sold in

pounds and the lot size of the animals sold in number of head, and intercept dummy variables

MUSCLE2, FRAMELG, FRAMELM, FRAMESM, HEREFORD, ANGUS, CHARLAIS, MAYFUT.

SEPFUT, and NOVMBFUT. Each model has par values for each grouping of (0,1) dummy

variables. For the USDA muscle thickness grouping, feeders may either be USDA No. 1 or

No. 2 muscle thickness. The par muscle thickness for all models in USDA No. 1 and the

dummy variable for USDA No. 2 muscle thickness is MUSCLE2. For the USDA frame size

grouping, feeders may be USDA frame size large, medium, large and medium mixed, or small.

The corresponding dummy variables are FRAMELG, FRAMELM, and FRAMESM, USDA

medium frame size is par. For the breed grouping, breed types may be Hereford, Angus, _

Angus/Hereford, and Charolais, The corresponding dummy variables are HEREFORD,

ANGUS, and CHARLAIS, Angus/Hereford cross is par. The final group of dummy variables

is for futures contract months used to determine basis. For spring models either April or May

feeder cattle futures are used, and for fall models either September, October, or November

feeder cattle futures are used. The corresponding dummy variables are MAYFUT for the
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spring models, and SEPFUT and NOVMBFUT for the fall models. Par futures contract months

are April for spring models and October for fall models.

In the following sections, each of the 10 variables in the models will be evaluated

separately across market, season, and sex. ln analyzing the parameter estimates, those

parameter estimates which were signilicantly different from zero at the 95 percent confidence

level were generally of the expected sign and magnltude. Exceptions did occur however, and

these are noted below in the analysis of parameter estimates for each variable. With over 200

observations in each equation but one, the critical tvalue at the 5 percent level for a one-sided

test ls 1.65.

WEIGHTAs

WEIGHT (weight of animals sold) lncreases, basis levels are expected to become

more negative, with weight having a much greater influence on steer basis levels than heifer

basis levels. WEIGHT was signilicant in all models and had the correct sign and magnitude

for all steer models and all heifer models except for Roanoke and Galax fall heifers. With

weight set equal to 600 pounds for steers, WEIGHT reduced spring steer basis levels from

·$23.40 to ·$33.00 and reduced fall steer basis levels from ·$9.00 to -$15.60. With weight set

equal to 500 pounds for heifers, WEIGHT reduced spring heifer basis levels by -$6.00 to -$15.50

and reduced fall heifer basis levels from ·$2.00 to ·$5.50.

The weight coeflicient estimates across the eight markets had greater variance in the

spring versus the fall. A possible explanation might be that fewer observations exist for spring

sales than fall sales. Each basis model for a speciüc market/sex/season combination has

approximately the same number of independent variables determining basis. These variables

may not have the same proportional effects on determining basis for each market, however,

and these variables are less probable to have the same proportional effects as the number

of observationsdecreases.The

variable WEIGHT has a much greater impact on determining basis for spring feeder

cattle than fall feeder cattle. The WEIGHT parameter estimates for spring steers ranged from
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-$0.04/lb. to -$0.06/lb. versus parameter estimates for fall steers ranging from ·$0.02/Ib. to
·$0.03/lb. WEIGHT parameter estimates for spring heifers ranged from ·$0.01/lb. to ·$0.03/lb.

versus parameter estimates for fall heifers ranging from +$0.01/lb. to -$0.01/lb. These

parameter estimates imply that Virginia feeder cattle buyers are willing to pay a higher

premium for lighter weight feeder cattle in the spring versus the fall. This may result from

spring feeder cattle being fed on pasture, a feed less expensive than feeds available during

the fall.

NUMBER

As NUMBER (number of animals sold per lot) increases, basis levels are expected to

increase since one would expect cash prices of both feeder steers and feeder heifers to

increase as buyers are able to purchase larger, more uniform lots of cattle to facilitate making

. truckload shipments. NUMBER has the correct sign when signiiicant at all market/season

oombinations for heifers. The only fall heifer market at which NUMBER was insigniticant was

Marshall. For spring steers, NUMBER was signiflcant at only three markets, Narrows,

Roanoke, and Harrisonburg, and NUMBER had the incorrect sign at these markets. For fall

steers, NUMBER was signliicant at Dublin, Lynchburg, Narrows, Roanoke, and Wytheville, and

had the correct sign at each of these markets. With NUMBER set equal to 15 head for steers

and heifers, the impact on basis across the elght markets is -$0.29/cwt. to ·$1.47/cwt. for fall

steers and $0.15/cwt. to $0.57/cwt. for spring steers. For fall heifers, basis increased by

$0.33/cwt. to $1.35/cwt. lt is apparent that lot size has a more signilicant impact on basis

levels of feeder cattle sold during the fall versus those sold during the spring. This may result

from a greater volume of feeder cattle sold during fall sales and the resulting higher average

lot size of animals sold during fall sales (Table 5 and 6).

Though impossible to test, a possible explanation may be that increased lot size of

feeder cattle sold and reater total number of head of feeder cattle sold may attract additional

buyers to the fall sales. An increase in the number of buyers present would lead to more
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Table 5. Average Steer Lot Slze and Total Number Sold by Season, 1980-85.

Average Lot Size Total Number Sold 1980-85

Market Spring Fall Spring Fall

Dublin 22.2 27.0 6,327 27,594
Galax 11.5 17.5 656 13,492
Harrisonburg 25.4 22.5 14,122 19,418
Lynchburg 22.8 20.7 12,061 15,173
Marshall 17.8 19.3 8,633 16,656
Narrows 15.2 22.9 3,891 29,152
Roanoke 24.5 27.5 13,524 27,913
Wytheville . 18.6 17.9 3.497 10,776
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Table 6. Average Helfer Lot Size and Total Number Sold by Season, 1980-85.

Average Lot Size Total Number Sold 1980-85

Market Spring Fall Spring Fall

Dublin 25.3 22.2 6,300 12.299
Galax 11.4 20.3 638 7,958
Harrisonburg 14.9 14.3 2,652 3,060
Lynchburg 16.8 15.2 5,447 5,609
Marshall 14.4 11.6 3.989 3,318
Narrows 12.0 17.8 1,896 8,900
Roanoke 21.4 22.3 4,301 6,356
Wytheville 19.7 18.0 ‘ 3,283 4,842 ·
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competitive bidding, especially for those feeder cattle at larger, more uniform lots if the

marginal increase in buyers present represented buyers from further distances who would be

more sensitive to changes in transporlation costs.

The remaining parameter estimates are (0,1) intercept dummy variables so these

represent the appropriate schedule of premiums and discounts in $/cwt. from par values.

Parameter estimates for these dummy variables representing different types of cash feeder
cattle were generally statistically signiücant and had the correct sign. Parameter estimates

for these variables are analyzed below.

MUSCLE2

Steers and heifers grading USDA No. 2 muscle thickness are expected to sell at a

discount to those grading USDA No. 1. MUSCLE2 had the correct sign and was statistically

significant in all models except for spring heifers at Galax and Harrisonburg. For steers,

MUSCLE2 reduced basis from ·$.21/cwt. to ·$7.84/cwt. in spring models and MUSCLE2 reduced

basis from -$3.02/cwt. to -$6.14/cwt. in fall models. For heifers, MUSCLE2 reduced basis from

·$1.45/cwt. to ·$8.36/cwt. in spring models and MUSCLE2 reduced basis from ~$2.89/cwt. to

-$6.31/cwt. in fall models. -

FRAMELG

Steers grading USDA large frame size are expected to sell at a discount to those grading

USDA medium. Heifers grading USDA large frame size are expected to sell at a slight

premium to those grading USDA medium. ln steer models, FRAMELG had the correct sign

except for Wytheville fall steers and was statistically significant except for spring steers at

Lynchburg, Marshall, and Wytheville, and fall steers at Dublin, Lynchburg, Narrows, and

Wytheville. No observations for large frame steers ln the spring Galax model existed.

FRAMELG reduced basis from ·$0.00/cwt. to -$4.60/cwt. for spring steers and FRAMELG

reduced basis from -$0.21/cwt. to ·$2.54/cwt. for fall steers. In heifer models, FRAMELG gave

inconsistent results. lt either had the incorrect sign, was statistically insignificant, or both with
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three exceptions. Large frame size heifers at fall sales ln Galax and Marshall commanded .
higher prices than medium frame size heifers, and in the spring Galax model no observations

for large frame size heifers existed. FRAMELG changed basis from -$3.36/cwt. to +$1.19/cwt.

in spring heifer models, and FRAMELG changed basis from -$2.03/cwt. to +$1.80/cwt. in fall
‘ heifer models.

FRAMELM

Since FRAMELM represents specific lots of cattle grading both USDA medium and large

frame size, FRAMELM ls expected to have the same effects on steer and heifer basis as

FRAMELG, only of smaller magnitude. For steer basis models, parameter estimates were

generally statistically significant and had the correct sign. Exceptions were spring steers at
L

Galax and Harrisonburg, and fall steers at Harrisonburg and Narrows. FRAMELM changed

basis from +$3.01/cwt. to ·$3.48/cwt. in spring models, and changed basis from -$0.16/cwt. to

-51.98/cwt. in fall steer models. For heifer basis models, FRAMELM gave inconsistent results
·

as did FRAMELG. Large and medium frame size mixed heifers had basis between -$6.66/cwt.

lower and +$0.02/cwt. higher than medium frame size heifers during spring sales and basis

between -$1.50/cwt. lower and +$1.12/cwt. higher than medium frame size heifers during fall

sales. No observations existed for feeder cattle grading large and medium frame size mixed

at Marshall.

. The parameter estimates for FRAMELM were inconsistent with expected results. lt is

difficult to explain why FRAMELM parameter estimates are more negative than FRAMELG

parameter estimates in steer basis models when par medium frame size cattle are

represented in part by the variable FRAMELM. lt is also difficult to explain why heifers

represented by the FRAMELM variable have basis values more negative than heifers of par

medium frame size. These results seem to indicate large and medium frame size mixed

feeder cattle have other characteristics causing their basis to be more negative.
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FRAMESM y

Feeder cattle grading USDA small frame size were expected to have much more

negative basis than feeder cattle grading par medium frame size. Results were consistent

with these expectations, and the parameter estimates were statlstlcally significant and had the

correct sign for every market/sex/season combination except for Galax spring steers, which

had no observations grading USDA small frame size. For steer basis models, FRAMESM

reduced basis from -$5.66/cwt. to ·$9.37/cwt. during spring sales and reduced basis from

·$4.15/cwt. to ·$5.92/cwt. during fall sales. For heifer basis models, FRAMESM reduced basis

from -$4.35/cwt. to -$10.23/cwt. during spring sales and reduced basis from ·$5.02/cwt. to

·$7.46/cwt. during fall sales.

HEREFORD

Feeder cattle of Hereford breed type are expected to sell at a discount to the par breed

type of Angus/Hereford crossbreed. Hereford had the correct sign for all market/sex/season

combinations and was also statlstlcally slgnlücant except for spring heifers at Galax and

Marshall. For steer basis models, HEREFORD reduced basis from -$1.60/cwt. to -$9.52/cwt.

during spring sales and reduced basis from ·$3.09/cwt. to -$4.70/cwt. during fall sales. For

heifer basis models, HEREFORD reduced basis from -$1.50/cwt. to ·$3.40/cwt. during spring

sales and HEREFORD reduced basis from -$1.82/cwt. to ·$4.28/cwt. during fall sales.

ANGUS

Feeder cattle of Angus breed type are expected to sell at a discount to the par breed type

of Angus/Hereford crossbreed. The magnitude of discount is expected to be smaller than V

other breed types, however, simply because Angus cattle have many of the same other

desirable physlcal traits as Angus/Hereford crossbreed cattle. ANGUS was statlstlcally

significant and had the correct sign for all models except: spring steers at Dublin,

Harrisonburg, Lynchburg, Marshall, and Wytheville; fall steers at Lynchburg, Marshall, and

Roanoke; spring heifers at Harrisonburg, Marshall, and Roanoke; and fall heifers at Narrows.
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For steer basis models, ANGUS changed basis from +$0.06/cwt. higher to ·$2.82/cwt. lower

during spring sales, and ANGUS changed basis from +$0.20/cwt. higher to -$1.33/cwt. lower

during fall sales. For heifer basis models, ANGUS changed basis from +$0.35/cwt. higher to

·$4.23/cwt. lower during spring sales, and chaned basis from -$0.63/cwt. lower to -$2.63/cwt.

lower during fall sales. ·

CHARLAIS

Charolais crossbreed steers are expected to sell at a discount to par Angus/Hereford

crossbreeds. Charolais crossbreed heifers are also expected to sell at a discount to par

Angus/Hereford crossbreed heifers, but since heifers feed out to smaller weights than steers

and Charolais crossbreed cattle generally are larger frame size cattle than Angus/Hereford

crossbreeds, the magnitude of discount for Charolais crossbreed heifers may be very small

or nonexistent.

CHARLAIS was statistically signiticant for all steer models except spring steers at

Harrisonburg, Lynchburg, Marshall,_and Wythevllle and fall steers at Galax, Harrisonburg,

Lynchburg, Marshall, Roanoke, and Wythevllle. CHARLAIS had the correct sign for all steer

_
‘

models except fall steers at Lynchburg and Roanoke, For steer basis models, CHARLAIS

changed basis from ·$0.18/cwt. lower to ·$4.31/cwt. lower during spring sales and from

+$0.32/cwt. higher to ·$1.20/cwt. lower during fall sales. For heifer basis models, CHARLAIS

either had the incorrect sign or was not statistically signilicant. CHARLAIS changed basis in

heifer models from +$1.50/cwt. higher to -$0.76/cwt. lower during spring sales and from

+$1.70/cwt. higher to -$0.67/cwt. lower during fall sales.

MAYFUT

Spring feeder cattle hedged with May feeder cattle futures are expected to sell at a

premium to those hedged with April feeder cattle futures. MAYFUT had the correct sign for

all spring feeder cattle except those sold at Dublin, Marshall, and Roanoke, and heifers at

Harrisonburg, No MAYFUT observations existed for feeders sold at Galax and heifers sold at
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Roanoke. For steer basis models, MAYFUT changed basis from ·$0.05/cwt. lower to

+$5.35/cwt. higher than basis determined with par April feeder cattle futures. For heifer basis

models, MAYFUT changed basis from ·$0.93/cwt. lower to +$3.56/cwt. higher than basis

determined with par April feeder cattle futures.

SEPFUT

Fall feeder cattle hedged with September feeder cattle futures are expected to sell at a

premium to those hedged with par October feeder cattle futures. SEPFUT had the correct sign

for all market/sex combinations except for steers at Dublin, Lynchburg, and Roanoke and

heifers at Lynchburg, SEPFUT was statistically signiticant at all market/sex combinations

except steers at Dublin, Galax, and Narrows, and heifers at Dublin. No observations for

SEPFUT existed in Harrisonburg heifers durin the fall sales.
· For steer basis models, SEPFUT changed basis from ·$2.72/cwt. lower to +$4.95/cwt.

higher than basis determined with par october feeder cattle futures. For heifer basis models,

SEPFUT changed basis from ·$1.44/cwt. lower to +$7.25/cwt. higher than basis determined

with par October feeder cattle futures.

NOVMBFUT

Fall feeder cattle hedged with November feeder cattle futures are expected to sell at a

discount to those hedged with par october feeder cattle futures. NOVMBFUT had the correct

sign for all market/sex combinations and was statistically signiticant at all market/sex

combinations except for Marshall steers and heifers at Harrisonburg and Narrows. No

— observations for NOVMBFUT existed for Wytheville heifers during the fall sales. For steer

basis models, NOVMBFUT changed basis from -80.21/cwt. lower to -$3.09/cwt. lower than

basis determined with par October feeder cattle futures. For heifer basis models, NOVMBFUT

changed basis from -$0.76/cwt. lower to ·$3.71/cwt. lower than basis determined with par

October feeder cattle futures.
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4.4 Average Basis by Market

For the purpose of a Virginia feeder cattle forward pricing agency, mean basis values

from each model wlll not be used to offer forward contracts on Virginia feeder cattle. Rather,

basis estimates will be calculated using the parameter estimates of the appropriate variables

for each market/sex/season combination. For purposes of basis estimate comparison, it is

more relevant to compare basis estimates across each market/sex/season combination for a

set of feeder cattle having identical attributes. ln Table 7, basis estimates have been

calculated for the eight markets for spring and fall heifers with all dummy variables set equal

to zero, NUMBER set equal to 15 head per lot, and WEIGHT set equal to 500 pounds per head.

In Table 8 basis estimates have been calculated for the eight markets for spring and fall steers

with all dummy variables set equal to zero, NUMBER set equal to 15 yead per lot, and WEIGHT

set equal to 600 pounds per head.
X

In comparing basis estimates of feeder cattle of indentical physical attributes which are

sold during the same futures contract month, basis estimates for spring heifers ranged from

-$10.92/cwt. to -61.83/cwt.; and fall heifers from ·$13.40/cwt. to ·$9.18/cwt. Theoretically, no

seasonal differences in feeder cattle basis should result if economic factors affecting feeder

cattle futures are identical to those affecting cash feeder cattle. However, since Virginia cash

feeder cattle have more varied physical characteristics than feeder cattle futures and are not

a factor in determlning price at par CME feeder cattle futures delivery points, seasonal

variation in Virginia feeder cattle basis may result.

Feeder steer basis estimates ranged from ·$1.40 to $7.06/cwt. in the spring, and from

·$0.86 to $2.41 in the fall. Feeder steer basis estimates for tive of the eight markets were lower

(·$3.41/cwt. to -$7.32/cwt.) in the fall versus the spring. Feeder steer basis estimates at Galax,

Harrisonburg, and Lynchburg were slightly higher ($0.10/cwt. to $0.75/cwt,) during the fall

versus the spring. Apparently feeder cattle sold at five of the above Virginia markets

command higher fall prices relative to spring prices. This may be a function of feed costs.
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Table 7. Helfer Basls Estlmates for 500 Pound, Medlum 1 AnguslHereford Cross at Elght Markets.

Market Sprlng Fall Change

Dublin -51.83 -59.18 -57.35
Galax -51.98 -511.10 -59.12
Harrisonburg -510.92 -511.33 -50.41
Lynchburg -58.74 -510.55 -51.82
Marshall -510.26 -510.39 -50.13
Narrows -57.81 -512.11 -54.30
Roanoke -57.04 -510.43 -53.39
Wytheville · -55.91 -513.40 -57.49 ·
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Table 8. Steer Basis Estlmates for 600 Pound, Medlum 1, AnguslHereford Cross at Eight Markets.

Market Spring Fall Change

Dublin $6.67 $1.58 -$5.08
Galax -$1.40 ·$0.65 +$0.75
Harrisonburg $0.25 $0.40 +$0.1s
Lynchburg $0.77 $0.87 +$0.10

l Marshall $4.11 ·$0.58 -$4.69
Narrows $6.03 ·$0.86 -$6.90
Roanoke $5.82 $2.41 ·$3.41
Wytheville $7.06 -$0.26 -$7.32
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' For example, buyers of feeder cattle in par delivery regions may onen place fall feeder
cattle on winter wheat pasture, a less expensive feed than is onen utilized by buyers of

Virginia feeder cattle. While Galax, Harrisonburg, and Lynchburg each had slightly higher fall

steer basis estimates relative to spring steers, fall steer basis estimates at these three

markets were not substantially different from the other live markets. Feeder heifer basis ..

estimates for each of the above eight markets were lower (·$0.13/cwt. to ·$9.12/cwt.) versus
the spring.

4.5 Basis Estimation Procedure Example

For the purpose of a Virginia feeder cattle forward pricing agency, these basis models

and their parameter estimates will be used to calculate basis for a specific lot of cattle. Once

basis is determined, that basis will be added to the correct price of the relevant feeder cattle

futures contract to arrive at a forward contract price guaranteed by the agency. The general

procedure for calculating basis for a specific lot of cattle is given asfollows:1.

Determine the model with parameter estimates for the market/sex/season combination

representing the specific lot of cattle to be sold or purchased.

2. Determine the average weight of feeder cattle to be sold or purchased in pounds.

Multiply this number times the independent variable WEIGHT.

3. Determine other basis adjustment factors according to breed, frame size, muscle score,

futures contract (time of sale), and the intercept term. Basis for feeder cattle represented

by an Angus/Hereford cross with medium frame size and No. 1 muscle thickness require

no further adjustment except the addition of the intercept term.

4. Determine the number of head of cattle sold or purchased. Multiply this number times the

coefticient of the independent variable NUMBER.
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Using the schedule of premiums and discounts derived from basis models for the Dublin

market (see Table 3), an example of calculating basis for a specific lot of feeder cattle is given

below.

Assume a Virginia feeder cattle producer would like to lock in a profit on feeder cattle

he lntends to sell next fall. He plans to sell his feeder cattle in early September at the Dublin

market. Since feeder cattle prices are trending upward, he will sell only steers and will retain

his helfers for breeding stock. This Virginia producer will forward contract 35 head of

Charolais cross steers weighing 850 pounds, grading USDA No. 1 muscle thickness and USDA

frame sizes large and medium mixed for sale at the Dublin auction on September 7. Using the

Dublin feeder cattle basis worksheet (Table 9), this producer’s basis and subsequent forward

price is as follows:
C

lntercept = +39.61

Weight Factor (850 lbs.) x (-0.055) = -46.75

Lot Size Factor (35 head) x (+0.004) = +0.14

Frame Size = -3.48

Muscle Thickness = +0.00

Breed = -1.40

Futures Contract = -0.34

Basis = -12.22/cwt.

Current September Futures = 80.00/cwt.

Fonrvard contract price = 67.18/cwt.

Using a current September feeder cattle futures price of $80.00/cwt., plus an estimated basis

of -$12.22/cwt., this Virginia producer can lock in a forward price of $67.18 per cwt. The

producer has transferred all basis risk to the forward pricing agency by contracting his cattle

through the agency.
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Table 9. Dublln Feeder Cattle Basla Worksheet.

Spüng Fan
Factor Steers Heifers Steers Heifers

Intercept + 39.605 + 5.994 +15.14 -7.514

Welght
Coeflicient -0.055 -0.016 -0.023 -0.004
Ave. Weight (lbs.) x x x x
Weight Factor = ____ =_ = ___

=LotSize
Coefficient -0.004 -0.012 -0.016 -0.022
Actual Lot Size x x x x
Lot Size Factor = = = =

Frame
Large -3.161 -2.003 -0.209 -0.069
Large/Medium -3.480 -6.052 -0.830 -1.502
Medium 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Small -9.368 -10.009 -5.450 -6.442
Muscle
No. 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 . 0.000
No. 2 -3.349 -1.445 -4.574 -4.074
Breed
Angus +0.794 -1.866 -1.194 -2.630
Hereford -4.190 -2.966 -4.702 -4.230
Angus/Hereford 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Charolais -1.404 -0.760 -1.198 -0.671
Futures
April 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
May -0.054 -0.931 0.000 0.000
September 0.000 0.000 -0.343 +3.186
October 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
November 0.000 0.000 -2.257 -1.522
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4.6 Basis Risk

While the feeder cattle basis estimates developed here explain up to 80 percent more

of the variation in basis for cattle with more specific attributes than previous research, the

standard errors for these equations are still large („/-IRB, Tables 1-4). Again, using the above

- Dublin hedging example, the Virginia producer selling 850 pound Charolais cross steers in

September begins with a futures price of $80.00/cwt. less a basis of ·$12.22/cwt. yielding a

forward contract price equal to $67.18/cwt. Glven this, the producer has a breakeven price

equal to $62.47/cwt., his profit equals $4.71/cwt., or $40.03/head. All basis risk has been

transferred to the forward pricing agency. The positive beneüt of this basis risk transfer is a

function of the distribution of basis errors.

lf the forward pricing agency faces a normal distribution of these Dublin basis errors

(Table 10), the positive and negative basis errors will offset each other over time. Since the

individual Virginia farmer deals ln small numbers of cattle, he would not face the same

distribution of basis error risk as would the forward pricing agency if this farmer hedged his

cattle by himself. Looking only at'negative basis risk, the Virginia farmer will lose an

additional $3.28/cwt. if this basis estimate is off by one standard deviation (results in net profit

= $1.43/cwt. or $12.16/head) or he will lose an additional $6.56/cwt. if this basis estimate is

off by two standard deviations (results in net loss = ·$1.85/cwt. or $15.72/head). In this case,

negative basis error elimiantes profits at 1.44 standard deviations. The probability of basis

error being at least this bad equals approximately 17 percent assuming a normal distribution.

By forward contracting his cattle with the forward pricing agency, the farmer faces no basis

risk and he will net a profit exactly equal to $40.03 per head. Also the farmer is not subject

to margin calls from maintaining a futures position to hedge his cattle. Detailed analysis of

basis risk assumed by a forward pricing agency is beyond the scope of this thesis but a

separate research project ls currently analyzing the amount of capital required to cover basis

risk, margin calls and overhead costs.
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Table 10. Basis Risk for Dublin Fall Steers (35 Head, 850 lbs., LargeIMedlum No. 1, Charolals
Cross, September Futures).

Standard Deviation Basis ProbabiIity*
· $/cwt. $/cwt. %

W -8.20 -20.42 2.8
-6.56* -18.78 5.6
-4.92 -17.14 8.3
-3.28* -15.50 11.1
-1.64 -13.86 13.9

Mean Basis Estimates -12.22 16.7
+1.64 -10.58 13.9
+ 3.28* -8.94 11.1 _
+4.92 -7.30 8.3
+6.56** -5.66 5.6
+ 8.20 -4.02 2.8

° -2 standard deviations basis error.
U ° -1 standard deviation basis error.

° +1 standard deviation basis error.
d +2 standard deviations basis error.
°These probabilities assume a normal distribution.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Summary and Conclusions

With Virginia cattlemen undergoing such difficult times during the past few years, the
”

opportunity to "lock in" a forward price or minimum price through a feeder cattle forward

pricing agency could be a welcome addition to Virginia’s farmingcommunity. Virginia farmers

hedging feeder cattle through this forward pricing agency would not have the additional

capital requirements of individuals with open commodity futures and options accounts and

would not carry any basis risk which could nullify any profits from an otherwise protitable

hedge. Producers could also hedge cattle with a contract specifically written for their needs,

ellminating the chance of taking on price level risk from hedging the wrong quantity of cattle.

For such a feeder cattle forward pricing agnecy to effectively and efticiently hedge feeder

cattle lt must be able to estimate feeder cattle basis with a high degree of certainty. Basis

estimates were previously not available by breed, sex, weight, grade, and location. Basis

l estimates across breeds and grades were too unpredictable for effective hedging. TheE‘
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Virginia Special Graded Feeder Cattle Sales data has permitted the estimastion of basis

according to differences in sex, breed, weight, grade, and location that have resulted in

estimates explaining up to 80 percent more of the variation in feeder cattle basis than previous

research. Little research has previously been done on feeder cattle basis and available

research used data from a limited number of locations with few, if any, differences other than

sex and weight and generally a narrow weight range. Previous feeder cattle basis research

explalned no more than 48 percent of the variation in feeder cattle basis. Previous models

did not explaln basis accurately and previous methods of modeling do not readily permit

hedging feeder cattle across both long and short time perlods.

Since feeder cattle are a non-storable, continuously produced commodity, basis is not

a function of storage costs, interest, and insurance. Factors affecting basis are comprised of

factors affecting the price levels of cash feeder cattle and feeder cattle futures and the

interaction between these two components of basis.

Prior to September 1986, CME feeder cattle futures represented feeder steers

dellverable to Midwest, Southeast, and West markets. Virginia producers could not

economically deliver cattle to these markets. Current CME feeder cattle futures contracts are

cash settled and represent a weighted average offeeder steer prices across the U.S. but still

do not include Virginia markets. Under either settlement system, CME feeder cattle futures

represent only steers and furthermore represent a more homogeneous group of steers than

those sold ln Virginia. The majority of basis variation caused by feeder cattle futures results

from seasonality of rolling futures contracts.

Most of the variation in basis results from differences in cash prices of feeder cattle.

The location of the market where Virginia Feeder cattle are sold affects cash price due to the

different types and quantities of feeders sold, the buyers present and their preferences, and

the transportation costs incurred by these buyers. In Virginia, season of the year dramatically

affects the basis due to differences in feed costs of Virginia cattle buyers compared with feed

costs of buyers from par CME feeder cattle futures delivery areas.
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° For example, Virginia cash feeders sold during spring months are often placed on
pasture while feeder cattle represented by CME futures are placed on less desirable pasture

or in feedlots. Virginia cash feeders sold during fall months generally must be placed on feed

(corn, silage, or hay) while feeder cattle represented by CME futures are generally placed in
. . feedlots or on winter wheat pasture. This results in Virginia feeder cattle having higher basis

levels during spring versus fall months.

Differences in sex, weight, USDA muscle thickness, USDA frame size, and breed result

in the most dramatic price differences of cash feeder cattle since these characteristics
l

represent the cattIe's ability to efiectively and efficlently convert feed into a product profitably
sold to the consumer. Other factors possibly affecting basis are the ability of feedlot operators
to feed cattle profitably and to maintain feedlots at capacity to minimize average fixed costs.

The large size and quality of the Virginia Special Graded Feeder Cattle Sales has

permitted the estimation of basis according to location, season, sex, breed, weight, and grade

that has resulted in estimates that explaln up to 80 percent more of basis variation than
previous research. The models used to explaln feeder cattle basis are unique in that they are
also predictive models, due to their conüguration being a special case of analysis of variance.
These models contain no variables which are not known in advance, and since in theory

futures prices are perfect estimators of future cash prices, these models can be used to

predict basis in any future time period as long as the relevent feeder cattle futures ls trading.

The OLS estimated coefficients of the basis models indicated across eight markets few

spring steers, spring heifers, fall steers and fall heifers were generally of the expected size

and magnitude. All models were statistically significant except the Galax spring heifer model

had over 200 observations. Mean basis estimates of the models gave expected values with

heifer basis approximately $10/cwt. lower than steer basis due to heifers slower rate of weight

gain and lower percentage of animal reaching preferred finish grades compared to steers.

Basis estimates for spring sales were higher than fall sales due to the relative

differences in feed costs for Virginia feeder cattle and feeder cattle represented by CME

futures. The continuous variable WEIGHT showed that feeder cattle become less efficient in
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feed conversion and become less valuable with increasing weight. The continuous variable

NUMBER failed to consistently show that increasing lot size increased basis levels. Virtually

all (0,1) lntercept variables slowed the expected effects on mean basis values. USDA grade

dummy variables reflected discounts associated with those cattle more likely to produce

undeslrable carcass.

Breed dummy variables other than CHARLAIS and ANGUS reflected the relative
· undesirability of cattle compared to Angus/Hereford crossbreeds. Futures contract month

dummy variables reflected the seasonality of futures prices and changes resulting from rolling

forward futures contracts.

5.2 Implications and Further Research

The objective of this research was to develop a method of estimating basis for a specific ~

lot of Virginia feeder cattle so that a forward pricing agency could offer cash contracts to

producers. Mean basis values across many lots of cattle can not be used by a forward pricing

agency since cattle are sold in small homogenous units in Virginia Special Graded Sales. The

„/WI-SE ’s from each basis model are not really indicative of the basis risk incurred by a

forward pricing agency. A forward pricing agency would be subject to a basis risk resulting

from the distribution of basis estimate errors from each hedge across all market/se></season _

combinations. Hopefully, this distribution of errors will follow a normal distribution and

unprolitable hedges would be offset by prolitable hedges over time and the forward pricing

agency would have suflicient operating capital to survive unprolitable periods. lf the forward

pricing agency writes contracts for cattle less similar to cattle with mean weight, lot size, and

par dummy variable values, basis errors are larger than suggested by the „/E .

While a Virginia feeder cattle forward pricing agency would offer forward price and

minimum price contracts to producers from all parts of Virginia, it is not known which
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producers are willing to participate in a forward pricing agency. Given the small size of

virtually all Virginia feeder cattle producers and their limited access to capital, a feeder cattle

forward pricing agency is an excellent means for producers to "lock in" infrequent proüt

- opportunities without being subject to basis risk or price level risk.

From the forward pricing agency’s vlewpoint, they must determine their basis risk over

time, be able to enforce delivery of feeder cattle to a speciüc market should producers attempt

to default, and maintain a level of capital to cover overhead costs and futures margin

requirements. These are areas of research which are beyond the scope of this thesis but are
· currently being investigated in another project.

Another area requiring additional research concerns the effects of the Chicago

Mercantile Exchange decision to change feeder cattle contract speciücations from physical

delivery settlement to cash settlement. This may result in decreased futures price variation

during the contract delivery month and a decrease in volume and Iiquidity in the feeder cattle

futures pit. Preliminary analysis has lndicated that basis values will increase by $4.00/cwt. for

all Virginia feeder cattle. The move to cash settlement and to use the Cattle Fax U.S. Feeder

Steer Price as a proxy for the value of feeder cattle could have a serious impact on the

parameter estimates determined In these models. The new CME feeder cattle contract

specifications _represent feeder cattle with more broadly defined physical characteristics than

the CME contract specifications which represented the feeder cattle used to estimate the basis

models in this study. Also, new feeder cattle contract specifications represent feeder cattle

sold in 27 different states versus previous CME contract specifications representing feeder

cattle sold at 3 par and 8 non·par delivery points. This could result in increased Virginia

feeder cattle basis variation.
As a final note, the data modeled is from a time period when U.S. cattle herds have gone

through a period of continued liquidation and prolits from raising cattle have been minimal.

With the current low herd numbers and record·breaklng profit opportunities occurring in the

cattle sector, these basis models may not as accurately model the current economic

environment.
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Table 11. Virginia Spring Steer Feeder Cattle Basls Equatlons by Market, 1980-85.

l
PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium

Frame Size, April CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET ABINGDON Cl-IARLOTTESVILLE CULPEPER FREDERICKSBURG

VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 40.532 32.418 30.551 13.672
(20.66)° (14.17) (20.76) (5.15)

WEIGHT -0.055 -0.046 -0.043 -0.024
(-19.86) (-13.73) (-20.77) (-6.46)

NUMBER 0.006 -0.071 -0.019 -0.065
(0.21) (-1.00) (-1.64) (-1.13)

MUSCLE2 -4.289 -3.166 -9.590 -3.414
(-5.10) (-2.28) (-12.38) (-2.35) ·

FRAMELG -1.783 -0.379 -1.602 1.712
(-1.25) (-0.39) (-2.78) (1.16)

FRAMELM -4.080 n.a.° n.a. n.a.
(-4.53) (n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.) .

FRAMESM -9.237 -6.466 -4.745 -7.345
(-9.35) (-5.81) (-8.26) (-4.74)

HEREFORD -4.230 -3.932 -3.613 -4.954
(-5.20) (-3.75) (-4.60) (-3.33)

ANGUS -3.233 0.416 0.340 0.571
(-4.32) (0.44) (0.70) (0.40)

CHAROLAIS -1.362 -1.664 -1.801 -0.860
(-1.53) (-1.55) (-2.68) (-0.51)

MAYFUT n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
(n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.)

Observations 289 162 313 54
RZ .635 .592 .641 .650
./MSE 4.858 4.345 3.599 _ 2.862
F value 53.86 27.73 67.97 ( 10.44
Average

Basis 1.200 0.009 -0.740 · -3.386
Weight 580.4 635.0 659.2 1 593.7
Number 15.5 10.9 26.6 13.4
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ITable 11 Continued. 1

MARKET FRONT ROYAL STAUNTON TAZEWELL WINCHESTER
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 14.928 23.724 n.a. 28.287
(7.46) (14.570) (n.a.) (23.97)

WEIGHT -0.029 -0.039 n.a. -0.038
(-10.03) (-17.00) (n.a.) (-23.59)

NUMBER -0.003 _ 0.016 n.a. -0.065
(-0.082) (0.65) (n.a.) (-4.55)

MUSCLE2 -0.840 -3.080 n.a. -8.080
(-0.21) (-2.26) (n.a.) (-12.74)

FRAMELG -0.903 -0.665 n.a. -0.653
(-1.26) (-0.96) (n.a.) (-1.28)

FRAMELM -1.973 -0.423 n.a. n.a.
(-0.51) (-0.33) (n.a.) (n.a.)

FRAMESM -7.462 -5.523 n.a. -5.055
(-9.07) (-7.13) (n.a.) (-9.63)

HEREFORD -4.128 -2.725 n.a. -4.564
(-4.27) (-3.49) (n.a.) (-7.62)

ANGUS -0.778 -1.239 n.a. -1.021
(-1.14) (-2.10) (n.a.) (-2.03)

CHAROLAIS 1.318 -0.654 n.a. 0.075
(1.67) (-0.91) (n.a.)(0.14)MAYFUT

3.197 3.027 n.a. 1.378
(5.32) (4.42) (n.a.) (3.73)

Observatlons 202 157 n.a. 483R2 .542 .739 n.a. .616
./MSE 3.759 2.921 n.a. 3.960
F value 22.62 41.23 n.a. 84.19
Average

Basis -2.806 -3.049 n.a. -0.859
Weight 609.3 633.4 n.a. 657.7 »
Number 12.3 16.4 n.a. 20.5

at — value.
°No observatlons in this market.
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Table 12. Vlrglnla Spring Helfer Feeder Cattle Basls Equatlons by Market, 1980-85.

PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium
Frame Size, April CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET ABINGDON CHARLOTTESVILLE CULPEPER FREDERICKSBURG

VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 8.108 -0.177 · -1.436 -11.298
(3.31)° (-0.07) (-0.82) (-4.02)

WEIGHT -0.022 -0.015 -0.017 -0.004
(-5.19) (-3.53) (-6.41) (-0.91)

NUMBER 0.039 -0.027 0.001 0.027
(0.78) (-0.33) (0.06) (0.48)

MUSCLE2 -2.917 -5.441 -6.717 -4.692
(-2.62) (-3.87) (-6.65) (-3.18)

FRAMELG -1.871 -0.460 -0.273 -0.698
(-0.85) (-0.36) (-0.40) (-0.36)

FRAMELM -5.654 n.a.° n.a. n.a.
(-5.47) (n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.)

FRAMESM -10.429 --5.057 -5.636 -5.558
(-8.46) (-4.60) (-7.87) (-2.73)

HEREFORD -3.484 -3.956 -3.560 -1.209
(-3.25) (-2.75) (-3.28) (-0.82)

ANGUS -1.018 -1.844 -0.006 -0.926
(-1.10) (-1.34) (-0.01) (-0.62)

CHAROLAIS -1.686 -0.172 _ 0.149 1.650
(-1.36) (-0.11) (0.20) (0.79)

MAYFUT n.a. · n.a. 2.075 n.a.
(n.a.) (n.a.) (3.93) (n.a.)

Qbservations 170 94 146 59R2 .436 .371 .504 .317
„/MSE 4.567 3.570 2.866 3.885
F value 13.72 6.27 15.34 2.91
Average

Basis -9.832 -12.192 · -12.505 -15.216
Weight 504.9 569.4 588.9 535.1
Number 12.9 11.1 . 24.4 12.5
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Table 12 Contlnued.

MARKET FRONT ROYAL STAUNTON TAZEWELL WINCHESTER
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT -7.638 2.544 n.a. -5.5981
_ _ (-3.03) (0.89) (n.a.) (-3.86)

WEIGHT -0.015 -0.024 n.a. -0.006
(-4.31) (-5.67) (n.a.) (-2.92)

NUMBER 0.046 0.032 n.a. -0.011 _
(0.71) (0.88) (n.a.) (-0.51)

MUSCLE2 -9.014 -6.107 n.a. -3.334
(-2.40) (-2.68) (n.a.) (-4.63)

FRAMELG 0.965 1.999 n.a. 0.311
(1.08) (1.84) (n.a.) (0.53)

FRAMELM 3.643 5.303 n.a. n.a.
(0.98) (2.66) (n.a.) (n.a.)

FRAMESM -6.569 -4.249 n.a. -4.710° (-6.60) (-3.52) (n.a.) (-7.12)

HEREFORD -3.648 -2.766 n.a. -2.004
(-2.71) (-2.18) (n.a.) (-2.73)

ANGUS 0.208 -2.541 n.a. -1.112
(0.26) (-2.77) (n.a.) (-1.91)

CHAROLAIS 2.746 -0.425 n.a. 0.666
(3.15) (-0.38) (n.a.) (1.10)

MAYFUT 4.076 2.412 n.a. 1.425
(5.97) (2.44) (n.a.) (3.34)

Observations 140 104 n.a. 330R2 .560 .440 n.a. .288
„/MSE 3.607 3.706 n.a. 3.772
F value 16.42 7.30 n.a. 14.37
Average

Basis -13.974 -12.076 n.a. -10.427
Weight 570.4 580.7 n.a. 603.5
Number 11.4 15.5 n.a. 16.2

at — value.
°No observations in this market.
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Table 13. Virglnla Fall Steer Feeder Cattle Basis Equatlons by Market, 1980-85.

PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium
Frame Size, October CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET ABINGDON CHARLOTTESVILLE CULPEPER FREDERICKSBURG

VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 11.495 10.914 14.188 7.377
(16.12)* (7.93) (6.76) (2.90)

WEIGHT -0.021 -0.017 -0.019 -0.014
(-19.54) (-8.69) (-5.60) (-3.44)

NUMBER 0.016 0.012 -0.007 0.069
(1.90) (0.70) (-0.46) (3.27)

MUSCLE2 -4.385 -5.288 -8.187 -7.856
(-10.69) (-8.50) (-7.53) (-4.32)

FRANIELG -1.608 0.204 -0.038 0.169
(-2.63) (0.34) (-0.05) (0.10)

FRAMELM 0.735 n.a.° n.a. n.a.
(1.91) (n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.)

FRAMESM -4.717 -5.331 -5.413 -3.864 -
(-13.38) (-9.63) (-8.06) (-4.41)

HEREFORD -4.096 -4.407 -1.764 -4.595
(-12.01) (-7.46) (-1.59) (-3.96)

ANGUS -2.084 -0.545 -0.101 0.044
(-6.38) (-1.04) (-0.15) (0.04)

CHAROLAIS -0.588 0.720 -2.195 0.359
(-1.48) (1.18) (-2.86) (0.30)

SEPFUT -1.184 n.a. n.a. n.a. _
(-2.87) (n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.)

NOVMBFUT -0.946 -3.713 -4.376 -0.357
(-3.44) (-8.68) (-7.84) (-0.38)

Observatlons 999 282 292 113
R2 .500 .620 .375 .472
,/MSE 3.916 3.300 ‘ 4.368 3.903
F value 89.54 49.20 18.79 10.24
Average

Basis -5.510 -3.022 -0.533 -1.566
Weight 615.4 572.7 536.1 572.3
Number 20.4 18.1 27.6 20.8
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Table 13 Contlnued.

MARKET FRONT ROYAL STAUNTON TAZEWELL WINCHESTER
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT 9.396 14.582 8.404 14.544
(6.36) (10.88) (4.01) (13.80)

WEIGHT -0.019 -0.024 -0.020 -0.021
(-9.37) (-12.60) (-9.55) (-14.40)

NUMBER 0.032 0.005 0.018 -0.037
(1.16) (0.37) (0.51) (-2.09)

MUSCLE2 -5.114 -12.527 -2.763 0.922
(-8.02) (-3.94) (-3.17) (0.21)

FRAMELG -0.554 0.516 n.a. -0.302
(-0.72) (0.83) (n.a.) (-0.53)

FRAMELM n.a. 6.728 0.658 -8.263
(n.a.) (2.14) (0.49) (-1.88)

FRAMESM -7.135 -4.434 -3.367 -6.405
(-12.30) (-8.04) (-2.42) (-12.71)

HEREFORD -4.454 -5.194 -3.513 -3.976
(-6.01) (-8.68) (-5.67) (-6.42)

ANGUS -0.283 -1.065 -2.465 0.274
(-0.51) (-2.19) (-3.78) (0.55)

CHAROLAIS ‘ -0.007 -0.204 -1.295 -0.704
(-0.01) (-0.34) (-1.27) (-1.32)

SHRTHORN n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
(n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.)

NOVMBFUT 0.207 -2.167 -3.923 -1.704
(0.44) (-4.76) (-5.47) (-4.47)

Observations 259 522 216 611
R2 .583 .432 .512 .474
./MSE 3.421 4.388 3.573 4.359
F value 38.72 38.87 24.04 54.18
Average

Basis -4.838 -3.329 -6.488 -3.499
Weight 609.8 594.4 587.0 639.0
Number 12.5 21.2 13.2 17.0

at — value.
°No observations in this market.
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Table 14. Vlrglnla Fall Helfer Feeder Cattle Basis Equatlons by Market, 1980-85. I
j

PAR = Angus/Hereford crossbreed, USDA No. 1 Muscle Thickness, USDA Medium
Frame Size, October CME Feeder Cattle Futures

MARKET ABINGDON CHARLOTTESVILLE CULPEPER FREDERICKSBURG
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT -12.231 -16.300 -11.913 -11.841
(-9.17)* (-4.66) (-5.62) (-3.03)

WEIGHT -0.005 0.012 0.005 0.000
(-2.05) (2.00) (1.30) (0.06)

NUMBER 0.063 0.066 0.049 0.010
(3.82) (1.09) (3.18) (0.24)

MUSCLE2 -5.842 4.527 -11.465 -6.625
(-10.39) (1.52) (-7.34) (-2.02)

FRAMELG -0.892 -0.443 1.024 5.949
(-1.12) (-0.33) (1.04) (2.09)

FRAMELM 1.429 -9.014 4.245 n‘.a.°
(2.97) (-3.65) (3.24) (n.a.)

FRAMESM -4.596 -3.363 -4.526 -4.595
(-8.85) (-3.21) (-6.89) (-3.49)

HEREFORD -3.457 -5.446 -2.918 -4.500
(-6.62) (-4.61) (-2.76) (-2.55)

ANGUS -1.506 -3.350 -2.513 -0.763
(-3.46) (-3.12) (-3.80) (-0.54)

CHAROLAIS 0.640 0.750 -1.313 2.650
(1.17) (0.61) (-1.70) (1.06)

SEPFUT 1.944 n.a. n.a. n.a.
(3.52) (n.a.) (n.a.) (n.a.)

NOVMBFUT 1.110 -1.922 -4.374 -2.413
(2.89) (-2.05) (-7.80) (-1.84)

Observations 490 143 245 84R2 .455 .415 .508 .408
./MSE 3.702 4.645 3.992 4.900
F value 36.27 9.37 24.12 5.68
Average

Basis -15.500 -13.388 -13.222 -14.440
Weight 483.1 486.0 471.6 512.5
Number 15.9 13.6 26.3 18.0
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Table 14 Contlnued.

·MARKET FRONT ROYAL STAUNTON TAZEWELL WINCHESTER
VARIABLE PARAMETER ESTIMATES

INTERCEPT -11.618 -15.095 -12.742 -8.650
(-4.65) (-6.54) (-4.68) (-5.59) 4

WEIGHT -0.005 0.005 -0.003 -0.005
(-1.44) (1.25) (-1.01) (-1.98)

NUMBER -0.019 0.049 0.054 -0.014
(-0.35) (2.56) (1.08) (-0.47)

MUSCLE2 -6.500 -3.244 -2.439 -6.302
(-5.96) (-1.46) (-2.52) (-7.03)

FRAMELG 0.488 -0.198 n.a. 2.297
(0.47) (-0.21) (n.a.) (3.00)

FRAMELM n.a. -3.402 -0.432 n.a.
(n.a.) (-1.61) (-0.39) (n.a.)

FRAMESM -6.764 -4.990 -3.135 -4.797
(-6.50) (-6.65) (-2.68) (-7.12)

HEREFORD -4.079 -2.842 -2.785 -3.399
(-1.91) (-3.17) (-4.25) (-3.97)

ANGUS -1.693 -1.418 -1.764 -1.987
(-2.03) (-2.03) (-2.48) (-2.95)

CHAROLAIS 1.182 0.782 -0.985 1.206 .
(1.15) (0.91) (-0.85) (1.63)

SEPFUT n.a. n.a. 1.941 n.a.
(n.a.) (n.a.) (2.04) (n.a.)

NOVMBFUT 0.387 -0.796 -4.435 -1.667
(0.45) (-1.36) (-4.92) (-3.08)

Observations 135 278 149 314R2 .463 .367 .368 .408
./MSE 4.017 4.552 3.254 4.182
F value 11.98 15.45 8.03 23.24
Average

Basis -16.832 -14.886 -17.156 -14.433
Weight 528.0 480.3 517.8 541.5
Number 12.0 19.8 12.0 13.0

at — value.

k °No observations in this market.
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Virginia Feeder Cattle Basis by Season, Location,

Sex, Breed, Weight and USDA Grade Differentials

bv
Robin Tracy Ernst

David E. Kenyon, Chairman
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g (ABSTRACT)

Explanatory feeder cattle basis models were developed for 16 different Virginia markets by

season, futures contract month, weight, lot size, sex, breed and USDA grade differentials. The

models are more disaggregated and explain up to 80 percent more of feeder cattle basis

variation than any previous research. Since the variables in these explanatory models are

all known in advance, these basis models are also predictive. Basis estimates from these

models make it possible for a Virginia feeder cattle forward pricing agency to offer forward

price and minimum price contracts to small size operators.


